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reflections now that it is past.

be said by way of preface that nearly all

Pope, he

of the pastor-delegates to the council reported to their churches the Sabbath fol-

returned to Ireland to preach the gospel
to its then heathen inhabitants.

A popular legend relates that the Saint
and his followers found themselves, one

lowing their return,and so far as we have

‘learned, the gentlemen expressed themcold morning, on a mountain, without a selves as unqualifiedly convinced of Mr.
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peals to the Omniscient Ju

said that this was done by his beating & | mation of his purity and truthfulness, the
drum.

He was so intent on the work,

and so carried

away by holy enthusiasm,

that he knocked a hole through the drumhead, thereby endangering the success of
the miracle.

But

it seems that the intel-

ligences of heaven were on the side of
Ireland, for we are informed that an angel came and mended the drum, and the
miracle was performed.

And ever since,

the soil of Ireland has been reputed obnoxious to the serpent race, for if by

heart of Christendom might well shudder at the possibility of the existence of
crime and at the same time the sanity
of the great preacher.”—The Ezaminer
& Chronicle thinks it is doubtful whether
« the Congregationalist churches will re-
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points of church practice. It seems’ not
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The Illustrated Christain Weekly, speaking of the provision made to hear and in-

St. Patrick has the reputation of bein g | vestigate further charges, says that as
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Finance

committee

of the Senate .

ing bill. It is said to have the endorsement of the President, the Secretary of the
Treasury, and also the Ways and Means
ittee of the House.
As there is not
any objection to thebill as it now stamds
by anybody, it. will doubtless pass.
It
gives thirty years for the 41-2 per cent.
bonds to run, and extends their amount
from $200,000,000 to $500,000,000. It does.
not increase the public debs.

THE TARIFF BILL..
Mr.

Morrison’s tariff bill comes up to-day:

The chairman of the Ways and Means com--

1,000.

and

whdther

‘submissi

that it is impossible to calculate them.
good, bad, or indifferent in its matter, ous
Carlos will be permitted to sojourn
Don
fijture
must inevitably go down to the
His
of temporarily in the north of France.
with that coloring upon it.” To
the French

mittee proposes to ask for its congiders--

AFRICA.

day

passedor

till it is

assumed,

under the

well known presumption that regards
every man as innocent till he is proved
guilty.” The Weekly declines ‘to pass
judgment” on this plan, or to express an
opinion on the main question. The editor served on the Council, as did also the

‘editor of the Christian Mirror, who refers

people. The king invites English missionaries to his kingdom to civilize his subjects. An English gentleman, who has
long wished and prayed for a mission in
the interior of Africa,has offered the Church
Missionary

Society

$25,000

on

condition

that missionaries be sent to Ugandi, the
capital of Mtesa’s kingdom.
The Society
accepts the offer, and is making preparation to organize the mission.
The Free
church of Scotland has already sent missionaries to the region of Livingstone’s explorations, to be called ‘‘ Livingstonia.”

not own it, and so it will fail.
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a visit to Washingron.——On with untold blessings to the’ people. A cal currency.
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large hospital has been built which recentthe popular current of demanded re- tion Society took possession of their new ly was publicly opened by-the Prince of high official circles, shall we have fraction-trenchment. The people do demand re- building on Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Wales. A school of arts has been founded, al currency or silver coin? Seeretary Brisof thetrenchment, but not of the blundering which cost, with the land, $260,000.
in which young men of all castes are in- tow, Mr. Jewell, Superintendent”
and wicked kind that some of our, legis- Mr. Geo. Jones of the New York Times structed by skilled workmen,gathered from Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and.
the director of the mint, .
lators imagine.” That was said in view says Mr. Jennings’s term of service as an the chiefcities of India. A libfary of 7,000 Doctor Linderman,
t
of the present movemen in Congress to editor on that journal ended on Saturday selected volumes, a museum, a philosophi- have had a nieeting with the Committee on.
reduce the small pay of clerks and other week. Mr. C. S. Hunt, one of the edi- cal institute, a board of health, a medical appropriations in regard to the deficiency.
employes of that class, We doubt if torial writers on the Tribune for several store, where dispensers are trained, and 16 in the appropriation for printing theveurrealize how years, has accepted a position on the or 17 local dispensaries opened in various rency as well as the propositions torissue:
Congressmen generally
mean their conduct in this matter looks Times.———On Sunday, the Rev. E. C. parts of the country, all owe their origin to silver coin. It is understood that the Committee are inclined to stop the issue of frac-to outsiders.
Langley, while preaching a sermon in this indefatigable worker. In the prison at
currency, and to substitute silvesr
tional
taught
now
Brooklyn, N. Y., fell dead in the pulpit Jeypore, 1,000 prisoners are
place. Dr. Linderman stated that
its
in
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Speaking of Mr. Beecher's heated lan- of heart disease.———The increase of reading and useful trades, instead of spendhand $15,000,000 of silver eoim:
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and
Bowen
fighting
in
late
the
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guage in characterizing
the indebtedness of Rhode Island for the ing their time,
ready to be made use of, and. that.
bullion
and
letter the ' Alliance, Prof. Swing's wide- past five years is stated to be at the ra- eating opium. It almost takes one’s breath
amount of dimes and twen-large
a
had
he
in
accomplished
results
the
awake paper, says that it is rather Jin his tio of 2800 per cent.———Gold in mar- away to read
on hand. Moreover,the
pieces
cent
ty-five
favor than othérwise, and ‘adds that ‘ up- velous quantities is reported in the San nine years,through the labors and influence
he could start al} the

meantto serve

, and

men.

to ‘bless

‘on the assumption of innocence it ib high

can be, and hurl about him vi

§ En-

glish.” - And speaking of Mr. lton's
failure to convict Mr. Beecher ' the same
paper says: ‘“ Mr. Tilton did not probably leave any region of proofunexplored.

His failure to fix guilt may be acbepted
as the failure of the future, let the case

come up for revision again hnd again.”

The subject of church taxation, which

has stood discussion remarkably well, has
this parting word from the N. ¥. Observer: * There is no sect or denomination
of people

professing

to be Christians,

whose house of worship is not a Benefit
rather than an injury to the community.
.. . And it would be the saddest and
most shameful of all the memories of our
Centennial year, if any one of our State
Legislatures should signalize the anniversary by such an act of retrograde
leg-

islation as would be made by ‘imposing

pecuniary burdens upon those institntions
whose whole function is to make good
citizens and fit them for the ws
of
God.”
:
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have introduced a billknown as the fund-

cants withan average attendance of nearly

signed the books for the next party.

ed will be accepted by both accusers and time for Mr. Beecher to get mad as mad

heavily uponitis

chief was ignorant of the Christian rites,
and supposing this to be but a part of the
ceremony, ‘ held still,” though the blood
flowed so freely from the wound, that the

and

society,he is forthwith arraigned by them,
even before a grand jury can have time to
indict him or a petit jury under the estab-lished forms of law, have the opportunity:
to try his case, and is condemned.
:
THE NEW FUNDING BILL.

Academy at Osiout with 100 students, also
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of the seven years of captivity, he escaped cil, and as we reported their remarks of any fact, that,—even in that advice of King Alfonso
from his master, and reached the conti- about that body before it convened, it theirs which seems to us most pernicious into Madrid at the close of last week.
nent, where, in the course of time, he was may be well to report their opinions and —the members of this Council purely The Madrid journals energetically insist
nt must now remove

ordained deacon, priest, and bishop, and

district, that the

and others have labored the: last ten years,
and here ten churches, mostly conducted
by native helpers, testify to the blessing
which has rested on this young enterprise.
One of these churches gathers its members
from several villages situated among the
ruins of old Thebes.
The mission has-an

They

in Arizona.

Osiout

chief strength of the mission is found. Here

Mr. Beecher of all great offense.” "Dr. pioneers in'a settlement to be made in
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readers of the Star to recall to mind the
and explain creeds more than to present direct endeavor to ascertain that
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hearer. We have lost sight were disposed to be favorable to" its
the
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Jesus
Irish people to the memory of their patour eager chase to capture views: it is clear on the face of things
ron Saint. His birth-place and early life of the sun in
sunbeams ; and Christ might say, in a that, as the general rule, those churehes
the
are obscured in mystery, and Scotland,
have in it the sadness and those ministers were selected which
England, France, and Wales, are each voice which should
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all
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age, by piin Ireland.
of his life,
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as submitted to the court;thissionary enterprise of any great importance
verdict of innocent is not unexpected and:
A TERRIBLE WIND STORM: ©
;
in Egypt, the evangelical future of the coun| Aterrible windstorm struck the north- try is involved in its success. It has al- creates no surprise. The attitude of someMo., Monday aft- ready taken deep root. Its ‘oldest station leading dailies towards his case marks theern part of St. Chaledj
through two of is Alexandria, where ifs printing press is course of the great journals and jourmal-ernoon
and passing dt
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more
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they differ in politics,is suspected of hav-night a tornado struck’ the south-western ro, the work is more vigorous. In Middle ing committed a crime against law aud
and although it Egypt, about 100 miles south of Cairo,good

erfive columns, reviewing its p

have put truth in front of him who revealed
it. We keep the principles, but lose the
person,of Christ. We associate our lives,

~ HISTORY OF ST. PATRICK.

when only sixteen years of
rates, and sold into slavery
Here he passed seven years
employed by his master as a
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. the fine public school building, demolings. Dr. Dexter is one of the au
isheda new church, uprooted trees, and
ties on Congregationalism, and whefl he injured a large nimbér of persoms, one
severely criticises some of the modes #n
or two fatallyso. The same storm: visher first-born.
y
results of the Council's action, as he
jted Christain and Henderson counties,
Is it mot just-at this point that we are his criticisms are generally found
t@be Ky., causing great destruction of properable to see why religion is so cold and well-timed and to the point. He
fe
ty, and the loss of several lives.
unexpressive in the case of almost all of especially grateful that the outconge
of
PIONEERING.
us? Our philosophy is at fault. We the Council has reawakened ‘in

Angels of Bethlehem, answer the strain !
immobile and rigid, but vibrant with
Hark! a new birth-song is filling the sky!
as
Loud as the storm-wind that tumbles the main , | sympathy, and as sensitive to emotion
of
cry
and
reply.
touch
organ
the
the
to
of
breath
mother
full
happy
the
a
Bid
Let the loud tempest of voices reply,

Fis

history, is an interesting mission fleld, and

tion of his church, this is not the

men in the denomination.”—1he
bodies it, you are to adore. It is not trusted
Observer believes that * as the
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power, but him who wields it with the
was merely advisory, composed.
heart of & lover and the hand of a friend, Council
whose opinions were very
members
of
you are to address in prayers. It is not
beforehand, and
known
y
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generall
in
purity, white as a marble statue, robed
by Pl
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but
admire,
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are
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Brothers, we meet on this altar of thine,

more,

It is not truth, but him

8

Egypt, from its connection with sacred

Do not fail to pon-

is the ¢ Truth and the Life,” you are to

Angel of Peace, thou hast waited too long!

Brothers, once
thine!

this

distinction, friends.

Crowned with thine olive-leaf garland of love.

Sweeter the incense we offer to thee,

Do not forget

my commandments.”

that the governme

Juan mines

—

of north-western

Colorado.

It is estimated that at least

12,000

persons have signed the pledge since the
beginning of the present temperance reThe
Hampshire.
in New
vival
Connecticut Republicans have nominated
the Hon. Henry C. Robinson for goverThe festival of Mardi: Gras
nor.
was appropriately celebrated, Tuesday,

Memphis and New Orin Cincinnati,
long delayed and, much
The
leans.

contested question as to whether. Omaha
or Council Bluffs should be the eastern
terminus of the Union Pacific railroad
has been finally settled by the decision
of the U.-S. Supreme Court’ in favor of
Council Bluffs. By this decison the road
will be compelledto run its trains to the

east side of the river and

operate the

bridge between the two places as a part
already on foot
of theroad. ;A projisect

to build a large union depot at Council

Bluffs to accommodate all the roads. The

settlement of this matter as indicated
will be greatly to the interest and oconvenience of the traveling public.
The Wisconsin Legislature has refused
by a lage vote to repeal the law which

ofthis earnest man.
Dr.

Valentine

is now

ther enterprise which

:

engaged in a fur-

will greatly benefit

all the missions in India and the Indian
He proposes to
people through them.
raise an endowment of $25,000, to found a
medical mission sehool in connection with
In this
the government college at Agra.
gatherstudents
female
and
male
institute,
ed from the different missions are to be ed-

ucated for medical services among the people. Dr. Valentine is ' now:-in Scotland,

where he has recently been ordained a full
missionary .of ‘the United Presbyterian
church,
INDIA—TELOOGOO0S, ,

Mr. McLauren, who, about a year ago,
began the work at Coconda, has baptized
about 150 Teloogoos during his first year
of labor at that promising station.
Mr. Clough, of Ongole, says: ‘The calls
made upon us for teachers are at tires ex-

cruciating.

On the 4th inst. (Oct, 1876)

director

mints
ply it
The
right
silver

sald

that

to work on silver coin and could supas fast as the people would take it.
any’
question is, has the government
to substitute its present depreciated:
coin; which falls below greenbacks,.

instead of a fractional currency which is.
on & par With greenbacks? Cam it do so.

without robbing the people ?—and

will

mot

such a project when consummated defraud.
and cheat the poor?’
The democracy is adrift on the financiall
and currency

questions, and

resumption

and

a Demoerstic.

of accumulating

coin

Six members
gradually to begin it with.
about 50 applications for teachers were
of the unfavor
in
are
tee
de- of the Commit
made, but we had only 20 to meet the
of the resumption act,
repeal
onal
conditi
45
mo
mand. . . The Christians in one village,
| and demand it to be done, and thatthen,
Frion
tes
delega
This,
their
in
sent
away,
miles
time be fixed for resumption.
ity
day to represent their case, but fearing a is the contest in the Democratit major
PHAROS.
failure, on Monday morning, the 4th inst, of the House.
-

-

caucus is called for Thursday night by Mr. ~
He complaingthat the Committee
Lamar.
appointed to frame a currency bill have not
been faithful to the trust imposed in them.
It is understood that the Committee will
bring in two if not three different reports:
There are seven of the mem-and plans.
bers of the Committee who are-pledged to
the proposition of extending the time:of

a
A

A

A

hd

4
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8. S$. Department,

:

mércies, the

betier

disposed

we shall be

to bear with

patience the afflictions mix-

——

3

Well, we care little about the juice of room for not even a drop

the grape, purpled¢hough it may

da

more!

#¢ As we were’ passing through a vil

What

be: un- | wine shall the Muster drink in the father's

Librarian; 6;

lage, near Bas(a, an aged woman called
ed with them.” * And the king said unto der the sunny sky of Palestine j hut this kingdom but the fullness of the Saints the to us and said, ‘ Come here amd let us|
‘him, turn aside. and stand here. And he voice of life, this expansive prineiplé, this jo Nowinz
inspigation “of ‘the divine
ar the book you have brough 8her} Siugings
Sabbath School Lesson. —Mazch 19, urged
concentrated égSence of a divine blossom- Spirit M
ny
Wo
aside and stood still.™ (4) *“ And
/ Rs
twelve or
ing us, she went and “called
—
behold Cushi came.” The original shows, ing, this sparkof God in the soul,—shall
Then let us cast away the old vessel fifleen other persons, when ail came and
.

QUESTIONS
(Por

AND NOTES BY

Questions

see

PROF.J. A. HOWE,

Lesson

ABSALOM’S

Papers.)

we imprison that in earthly vessels, and with the progress of each day, and™tax®{Sat down and
hope to escape with less than the destruc- each day a new one. Tf God give a new then bought a
““Cushi.,” The Cushite might bave been | tion of the one and the determidation of inctease of his spirit, welwill give it rdo fo het itl
a foreign slave of Joab,” says the Speak- the other? How many men try to en- to work, and not narrow its workings to able to read.
er’s Commentary. ‘ And Cushi said, tid- graft the new upon the old, to reform the limits of yesterday. This is forget- teacher called,
by using the article.befote.
the word, that

it was

DEATH.

‘the

Cushite”

who

came,

not

ings, my lord, the king ; for the Lord hath

R Samuel

“@oroeN

18: 34--33.

Text: « He that pursueth evil

pursueth it to his own hurt,”

Prov. 11:

49.
ted

avenged thee this day of all them that rose
up against

thee,”

ly” with Absalom.

But when Joab was

told that Absalom was caught and hung
suspended in the brunches of the wood,
Joab, though

reminded

of the

king’s,re-

quest, resolved to vid the ‘nation of him.
Hence be had his men. kill Absalom, and
cast him into a great pit; ‘ And they
heaped stones upon him, a very great
heap.” Then, the battle over, the next
thing was to communicate the result to
the king.
’
£524—27.
THE
NEws-CARRIERS.
(1)
“And the king sat between two gates.”
He was at Mahanaim, east of the Jordan,

a place situated between Mount Gilead
and the brook Jabbok, just on what site is
not known. The wood Ephraim has not
been identified, but it is supposed to be
some portion of the thick wood of oaks
and terebinths running down to the Jor-

dan, not far from Bethabara.

The two

gates are supposed to be, one in
ér, the other inthe-Tnner wall of
“‘ between them” means inthe
way from the gate in the outer to

the outthe city;
passage
the gate

in the inner wall. (2) ** And

exact ren-

dering of what he said is, *‘ Let my lord,
the king, receive the good tidings.” He,
no doubt, paid

N otes and Hints,
The forces of Absalom and of David
met in battle in the wood Ephraim. Previous to the departure of the army for the
field, David charged the three leaders, in
the hearing of their men, to * deal gent-

‘The more

David

the reverence that

Ahimaaz showed. ' Perhaps there isja special meaning,in his words, ** my lord, the
king,” since it has ceased to be a doubt in
Israel who was king. He also attributes
to the Lord the victory. It is an oriental
style of honoring God that, though often
uséd as a form of language only, we might
do well to copy. (5) *‘ And the king said
unto Cushi, is the young man Absalom
safe?

And Cushi answered, the

enemies

of my lord, the King, and all that rise up
against thee to do thee
hurt, be as that
young man is.” The ill news that David
feared

is told, skillfully told.

He does

their ives i5jeat ‘of regenerating them.
How many
léad lives of drudgery. and

should not néw

wine be

put

into

.

new

:

Sunday, and no one enjoys

a good

ser

nor shock him by a blént

tions,

which are more after

the

manner

statement, but by a circumlocution in of the Zaccheus ‘Who sat down alone at
which all objectionable declarations are his table, than him ho supped with
escaped, makes known his death. It was Jesus and retained ’salvation as a perpetual guest. Men discuss bis character as
a delicate office delicately performed.
they
would any other phenomenon—a
33. THE LAMENT OF DAviD, (1) ‘‘Aad
shower
of meteors or a comet.
They
the king was much moved, and went np
may be said figuratively, to pluck out his
to the chamber over the gate and wept,
Absalom,my son, my son Absalom!
God I bad died for thee;

would

O Absalom, my

soul and hold it up in the light of the Sun

of Righteousnesss,to ‘discover the reason of
the mystery: And the move they look

bad news, be
«cate it.

in such haste

If the news

were

to communiill, he

would

a warning
safety and

to thoughtless

youth.

the joy of life are

The

in loving

goodness and hating sin.

shave been outrun.
28—32. THE ‘NEWS DELIVERED. (1)
~*¢ And Ahimaaz called and said unto the

“kimg, all is well... Aud he fell down to the
«earth upon his face before the king, and
said, blessed be the Lord thy God, which

- hath delivered up the men that lifted up
their hand against my lord, the King.”
. Instedd of ‘* all is well” the Greek Testament reads’ *‘ peace.” It was said before his

prostration,

while yet

running.

NEW WINE IN OLD BOTTLES.
BY REV. A.C. H.

We must get rid of all conception

of

‘ bottles” in the modern sense before we
can feel the force of the Saviour's illus-

tration.

lock up the power:.of the Spirit

in the

chambers of thy sin,some day it will smite
thee when there is none to deliver,
Go
to Jesus, not to fasting; to Jesus not to

a formal reading of the Bible; to Jesus,

= @ommamvacations,

and use all these things only to get thee
these.
There is a young lady ‘who says she
would be at the ball to-night did not the
rulesof the church forbid.” The associations would not prevent her though there
was a drunken fight at the last one, and
the same** gentlemen” are expected to

bepresent. The children of God came
even together many an evening ‘and prayed

This is emphatically an age of

He attributes as a pious heart,as the son of glass, andnew wine does not burst
. the high. priest onght, the glory of the rictory to God... So he directs the mind of

we find a vast

seed sown, than to range at random over
a mach larger field. This place is on a
public road, the country around is populous and here we find a government inspection Bungalow, which we are allowed the free use of for seven days at a
time, The weather is nov charming for
out of door work, neither too

cold.

The

principal

rice

old bottlés: now,

‘reserving its ‘destruct

ering and t

get down to the truth,

The disciples of John wished to know
why they and
the pharisees’ disciples
"of Christ alone
Je might be hit by an arrow ** shot at a fasted and the disciples
did
not
fast,
‘Jesus'told
them that their
- wenture.” He loved his rebellious child
system
was
old
and:
their
custom and
and was willing to overlook his crimes.
© The strength of paternal love, we may manner of life was old, it was well
Jere see,and in it some faint type of God's enough in its way, old wine in old bottles.
« Jove
for man. God is willing to forgive His dispensation was new—the new eov- webellious sons; all. the while they are enant had made ‘the first old; it was
.. fighting him,he stretches out his hand of new wine,—its expensive force would be
mercyto .them. Then, too, let the 8. 8S, shown to be wonderful; then it could not
assume to live according to an effete and
“teacher ask about

«smonse, the question, “Is the young man
rdafe?” None are ‘ safe” except they are

“sliiélded of God, except they put on their
hearts the armor of Christ's righteousness.
#3) Ahimaaz

answered

«than truthfully, He did
Absalom was slain. He
#odomore than prepare
~~ -oeive the intelligence to

more

shrewdly

her neighbors, who also bought books of

We were much encouraged.”

us,

worn custom. This power would burst
such formal chains and in its rush would
do damage to its own efficiency as well

as to time

honored

custom.

' The

new

hope must take its own dress, a new garment, and the wine of

life must be en-

not know that cased in living forms. Bat lest he should
was not willing
seem to disapproveof fasting, he added
the king to re- that though his disciples would not fast
come.
Henry becausé it ‘was the custom, yet for. good
reason they should fast, when the bride-

sags, “ The more our heararets
fixed and

«enlarged in thanksgiving to God for our groom was taken away from them.

J. Pumps,
Mabanpore, India, Dec, 27,1875.

}

the Sunday school

confoért, or ther

meeting, to give variety.

§peoia)

Most churches

is now

nearly all harvested and is most abundant.

Owing to the press

of harvesting,

special

prayers, ‘irtelligence

ey

will

should not
be rigidly

THE PASTOR'S ASSISTANT.

same head
follows: ~

and the

of them

order

1. The Clerk calls the

under

the

meeting

observed; =

Mh

_

! he

Select Scriptures, res

Singtig; 5. Brief ah
singing, recitations,

!

8. his

dialogues,

bak

oman

3,

reading; 4.
&

wb

oo.

ae

PERMANENOY OF THE REPUBLIC.
A republic tan only exist on the basis of

morality

and

intelligence among its peo-

ple. The Bibleis the only’ stindard of
and assistant} morality;
wherever it hasbeen ignored

crime bas prevailed; wherever honored

Mes-

sengers.
6. Reading of the Letters.
Committee,
he

8. Inquiries of the churches,

Supply of
.

morality

and virtue have been

features of society.

marked

The right to sustain

the common schools with ‘the Bible in
them is the the right of self-preservation

7. Appointmentof Standing Committhe Pulpit, &c.

1

Lord's Prayer, repeated by concert;

to or-

4. Reading of the Records.
5. Reception of Corresponding

tees; as Business

interest,

tig wi

the chirdren ; 7 GOlbetbha! 8.
muy be as tion,

the delegates to be
;

2. Devotional Exercises.
8. Choice of Moderator
Ld
officers.
;

awaken,

ou

The following order is submitted, but'it

Lon

alike that we speak

from

Some. home or forci field. temarks of an
pot
s & FRE| gate, extrenes
by children, &e.,
Yl. Potties

:

onge a

December isan unfavorable month for se- year, as to their Records, Pastor's salary,

curing hearers about the country,

for souls, but she came not.

The

Spirit

sheaves {0 such an extent us nearly to
conceal the animal from sight. Either on
the backs of oxen or on men's shoulders
the crop is brought home, except among
the Santals(who never saddle their oxen)
a cart loaded with sheaves of graio is seldom ever seen in all the region round
about.

‘The people recognize us here and seen
somewhat glad to see us again.

But the

leading Zemendars being Brahmans and
the town being largely made up of this

sacred order, the gospel message seems
less welcome in Mahanpore.
We have
better audiences in the surrounding villages, and country markets; of the latter
‘there is one or more held within reach of
the Bungalow daily. At Panchrub, three
miles distant, an English speaking Babu
came and sat by us at the market where
we were preaching for more
than an
hour. We had met him before.
He appears to be somewhat awakened and 1
had aivery close, plain conversation with
him before we came away. He engaged
to come to the Bangalow and attend
worship on Sunday but failed to keep his
promise. Ile did, however, think enough

of it to send me a note and

beg pardon.

The poor fellow is in a hard place.

Be-

set on all sides by those who, care for
none of these things, ready to oppose every move that looks to a change. Oh let
us pity and pray for persons.so situated.
Mis. Phillips and Peari, a native sister,
find a cordial. welcome in the village,
where the women manifest a good deal of
interest. More attention needs to be given to this department of missionary work.
The women seem more than ever in a

pliable mood and prepared for a change.

Certainly, we now have set before us an
open door, and how vast the field to

which it leads! When will the charch of
Christ awake to a sense of her duty and
high privilege? While it is true that Hinduism is losing its hold on the popular

mind, it by no means follows that the gos-

pel is rapidly taking
and even atheistic
heard coming from
little accustomed to
compliance with the

its place.
Deistical
objections are now
persons heretofore
doubt, unquestioning
terms of the gospel

are nol to be thought of by young Ben-

gal any more than by young America.
“How do you know there is a God?

You never saw God,

. What

proof have

11. Choice of Corresponding
gers.
:
12. Unfinished Business.
13. New Business.

that being the only ksown meansof se-

curing
The

the

objection

permanency -of a republic.
raised to the Bible wounld

be equally potent against any other book

or the schools: themselves, hence
if a re-

Messen-

preached before a seminary class on their
graduation, he said: * Young gentlemen,
never forget: preach your best sermons
in the country! Ihave charge of a city
V. AT ORDINATION.
church,
Ihave noticed that young men
In denominations where churches are
represented in Quarterly Meetings,
a. preaching for me choose their best themes
church desiring the ordination of a mem- and their best thinking, because they are

ber, (or license) sends a request to the addressing a city congregation.

Quarterly Meeting for his’ examination
and approval. . His Christian experience
and call to the ministry are: first heard ;

then the. Moderator or a committee, publicly of privately

on the above

inquires into his views

named points still further,

if desirable, also on doctrine, church polity, &c., and endeavors to ascertain his
interest in Christian work, his relish for
study, his acceptance as a speaker, and
his probable usefulness. If the examination is satisfactory, the Conference will
so

vote,

and

then

confer with

both the

chureb and the candidate about the time
and place of the ordination, and the persons that may be desired to officiate. An
ordaining council may be appointed, or
it may be left to the -church where the
ordination may be held to select ome.

In either case the Clerk of the Quarterly
Meeting will furnish the council with a
copy of the record of the examination
and approval of the ordination.
Ia other denominations, except the
Methodist,

churches

usually send a letter

missive to other churches asking for a
council to examine and ordain. Everything being satisfactory, the order of exercises may be as follows:
1. Voluntary by the choir; 2. Invocation; 3. Reading of the Minutes of the
Quartery Meeting, or Council; 4. Singing; 5. Prayer; 6. Sermon; 7. Ordaining Prayer and the Laying on of Hands;
8. Charge to the Pastor; 9. Right Hand
of Fellowship ; 10. Address to the church;
11. Prayer; 12. Benediction by the can-

[didate.

;

~ The council will givea certificate of
ordination, such private advice about administering

the

ordinances, &c.,

to the Quarterly Meeting, or leave a copy
with the church.
The order of exercises in Installation
‘services may be the same as the above,
only an installing prayer takes the place

you that there is a God? Who is Jesus
Christ? Where is he? Show him to us.

of the ordaining prayer and the laying on

How

VI. | AT DEDICATION.
It is proper for the pastor or minister in
charge to open dedication services by
speaking of God's pleasure Tn thosé who

can

we

believe

Why did he die?

Was

without

seeing?

he not himself

in ‘his orgies the sense ‘of sin and guilt.
Some responded and they bartered away
their souls to this member of the church
and asked advice. One word would have
saved her anxious soul td Christ and
heaven. She gave her one that lost it.
“ Go; I'wouldif I'were not a churchmember.” Wretched girl, that must ask
advice of such a one! more wretched

still thou seeming friend who

didst send

thy young companion on the way to
death. Tn what evil hour didst thou put
the new wine into the old bottles of thy
casual pleasure P Knowest thou not that

to work for
er people?
you able to
is heaven?

self support the same as othDo you obey the gospel? Are
control your passions? Where
Is there to be a future judg

Itis a sin to

forsake

one's own religion for a foreign one,” &o.,
&c. Such and such like missions and
dogmatism are at different times and
places poured in upon us, while the great

it shall destroy thee at last ? But how
consonant with God's harmony of things,
the new wine in the new bottles. It

miracles, said to be wrought by their
gods are cried up with great eclat by
some, and difputed by - others.
But all

the tran-

do not oppose.
Many listen gladly and
frankly confess their need of a better way,

shows the living wave through

sparent covering. How the flowing current of divine gentleness flows outward
from the touch of the hand like un electric wave. Surely the consecrated being,

the templeof the Holy Ghost, the body
and the life before the world are the new
vessels meet for the Master's use. How
gladly would he fill them, “till like the
and there was
widow's vessels alt were full

services.

The *‘presentation of the keys”

tion; 3, Singing; 4. Reading of the Seriptures; 6. Prayer; 6. Historical Statement (optional) ; 7, Singing; 8. Sermon;
9. Presentation of the: Keys (optional);
10. Dedication; 11. Singing; 12. Benediction.
;

VII. SABBATH SCHOOL ANNIVERSARY.
This is a different meeting from the

concert, and

‘is designed

to present the

so,

It isa

and I tell you

so. The mass of a city congregation
read little bat the daily papers; and read
and think, as they live, on the run. On
anything but business or social pleasure,
they think less than (hey réad. People in
the country read books; they have time,

and they take timo to think, and if you

must

make

a

différenggepreach

your

thought in the country.”

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.
L
Let us keep our scom for our own
weaknesses, our blame for our own sins,
certain that we shall gain more instruc.
tion, though not amusement, by hunting
out the good which is in anything than
by hunting out the evil,.— Kingsley.
o

——

gp

x ere

=

Throw down the god, money, from its
pedestal, trample that senseless idol under

foot,

set

up all

the higher ideals,

a

neat home, vines of one's own planting, a
few books full of the inspiration of genius,
a few friends worthy of being loved and
to love in return, a hundred pleasures
that bring no pestilence, a devotion to the
right that will never swerve, a simple re-

ligioh empty of all bigotry, full of faith
and love, and to such a philosophy, earth
will give up what joy it knows.— Prof.
Swing.
Im.

We've no abiding city here;

:

This may distress the worldling’s mind,
But should not cost a tear,
‘Who hopes a better rest to find.
:
:
— Thomas Kelly.
Iv.

Never yet did there exist a full faith in

the Divine Word which did not expand
the intellect while it purified the heart;
which did not multiply the aims and ob-

jects of the understanding while it fixed
and simplified those of the desires and
feelings.—8. T. Coleridge.

of hands. ,

is a symbol of the giving up of the house
for consecration to Almighty God; and
(if observed) they should be passed by
ment? Is not every man judged as he the chairman of the building committee,
passes away? Jesus Christ may do for through the person in charge to the one
you. Our religion answers for us. The about to make the dedicatory prayer.
Santals havé their religion. The MohamORDER OF EXERCISES.
medans have theirs. You have yours and
1. Voluntary by the Choir; 2. Invoca-

80 we have ours.

mistake; I tell them

as may

be deemed needful, and report the action

CY

v.

I have another thought, and that is this,

the preaching of the gospelin the Saxon
is necessary. - No-man can ever get that
tongue 80 clearly, so accurately, as he
will from the constant reading of the six-

ty treatises of John Bunyan,

I have lived

much of late in the writings of the seven-

teenth century, not merely because I find
there truth

in pure crystals, but because

there 1 find that simple language which is
* understanded of the people.”
H. Tyng, Jr,

Stephen

vi.
If a man is dead in sin, our attempting
to correct his false notions 1s like laying a
dead man straight, who before was lying
crooked. The man is dead, and will remain 0; though before he was lying
crooked, and is now lying straight. It
matters little what right notions we may

have, while we are dead in sin; for we

shall never arise up
awakens our hearts.

to them

till God

VI
The fact is that

a certain class of

men

Now is emphatically the time to labor for condition of the school for the past year. love to be quiet, and are
y to sell
Tudia’s conversion. Oh for more faith and Its importance should give it the most their country to the evilg6ne himself so
self-sacrifice, more prayer, and giving, prominent place in Sabbath service. ‘The | that they may live at
ef se, and make no
more consecration and personal effort on children should participate fn the singing,
enemies. They bave not the manliness
the part of God's people!
j and might in some other exercise. The to plead for the right, for it might cost
I will close this paper with the follow- order may be as follows:
them a customer or friend, and
so they
ing extract from the journal of Bro. Silas
1. Singing; 2. Prayer; 8. Singin; g4. pretend to superior holinessas a reason
Curtis;
Reportof the Treasurer ; i Report of the for skulking. —S8purgeon. °
S

\

ly held on the first Sabbath evening of
each month, and Someljngs allemptp ith

and give VAFIQY, | 1.

of God came down and quickened many a God ?P Why have we never heard of Jesus
cold professor and gave birth to a hundred Christ before? Where has your Shastras,
penitents. The adversary became alarm-’ holy books, been all these four joogs, build temples for his worship, allude to
ed'and sent forth emissaries to invite the ages? What should we gain by. becoming the dedication of the first and second temis “careless and the troubled alike to drown Christians ? Do not your Christians have | ples, and the propriety of continuing such

The illustration
he king answered, Is the young man Ab- easily imagined.
very
forcible,
and
there
is a rich layer of
salom safe?” The. king was suspicious
us take off the cov. from the. first, of evil to Absalom.
He |» truth under it. Let

his scholars, in a higher

woman also lent money to a number of

hot nor too

crop

iveness for those who drinkit ; but vessels
David and our minds to the true cause of of skins were the wine bottles then, and
the success.
The prostration was an act the results of putting the newly ferment-of respect. a form of salutation. (2) ‘And ed liquid into worn-out vessels can ‘he

«knew that Joab was unscrupulous, that
the army was not friendly to the rebelTious prince,that if not intentionally slain,

She also had the child's
made him purchase a copy

This meeting, when sustained, is usual.

Even Mission collections, gospel ordinances public
hasa right to exist it is not only
son, my son”! Fhe most touching utter- the more is ** confusion worse confound- the numerous markets about the country and church meetings,
:
the
right
ed.”
but duty of government to
"Noy
jt
looks
bright
and
all
say
it
are not so well attended as they will be
ance, the most pathetic expression of grief
9. Reports of Corresponding Messen~ “tuin the schools with the Biblg in them.susis
asun,and
now
it
is
dark
and
they
c
a
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it
next
month.
in the Old Testament.
His sorrow arose
As we enter or leave a gers senq.
And village we often have to enccunter a
PHP
in part from the bereavement of his child, a moon, and all burnt out at that.
10, Reports from Corresponding Mesyet, I thik, in such a character, the dark train of bullocks
loaded down
but more from the death of Absalom as a
with fengers received.
:
:
will cast a shadow over the light.

(he watch- wayward child. (2) It tears the heart of
Alas,
man went up to the roof over the gate a parent to have death overtake in wick- for the beams which fall upon men from
unto the wall.” The watch-tower was edness, a child. Hopes long cherished such a source; surely there is death even
built on the top of the wall, and in ita then are blasted; disappointment and in their brightness. Tt is jew wine in
sentinel was posted to notice and tell of shame culminate in that hour. It is not old bottles; shall” the bottles break and
the approach of news or dangers. Is. 21: that the prodigal is more loved, but that the wine be lost and the bottles perish
$5,8, 11. (3) * And the watchman cried he has wrought up the feelings of his par- also?
Here is a man who is l¢oking for saland told the king ; and the king said, if he ents more than the good and obedient
vation.
Tired enough he is of the old
be alone there is tidings in his mouth,”
child, that makes sucha death so sad. (3) way of trangresso
rs which is hard.
“The watchman had announced that he
He
Some writers blame David for allowing heard the story
of the eross and it moved
saw a runner coming alone towards the
parental to outweigh patriotic love and him not
; then he heard Christians tell of
«ity. David said he brought * good tidall sense of justice. These who know their joys and
he longs to be able to tune
ings,” not merely “tidings”; because if
aught of his experience from their own his harp also
to the hallelujah song, thinkthe forces of David had been routed, many will never censure him.
ing nothing all the while of the song of
flying fugitives instead of one would have
PracTICAL LESSONS.
(1) The certain- the Lamb. 'He“sets out to find, not
been seen. While this passed between
he king and the watchman, the runner ty, fixed and remorseless, that evil is only Christ, but religion.
“If it be such a
“*¢ came apace and drew near.” (4) ‘* And to be persisted in to be our ruin. Life good thing,” he says, “I want it.”
He
Though the does the requisite amount of praying.
the watchman called unto the porter, and and peace it can not give.
said, Behold another man running alone.” ways of sin are at first alluring, the He sits up till midnight and he reads and
(2) prays till he feels that few have done
The “¢ porter” swung and
guarded the end ‘thereof are the ways of death.”
so
gates. - In times of peril
he must be The happiness of sin always conceals the well-as he. Perhaps he loses a little
- ready to shut the gates at any signal from fangs of the serpent. It must be so, since sleep withal, and thinks during the day
the watchman.
So our hearts need to God has made us to be happy in right- how earnest he is. He belleves the Bible
fave a porter to shut oul from them evil, eousness. Absalom was gay, and fair, "and Christ's promise, ‘He who cometh to
and a watch to give the signal of its ap- and full of activities ; fond of excitement, me I will in no wise cast oul.” He
proach.
Let holy determination be the dash, and all kinds of pleasure. He rode thinks that if any one ever came, he has;
out of Jerusalem with a retinue of follow«one, and conscience the other. (5) “And
hence he is accepted.
Self-complacency
.1he watchman said, methinketh the run- ers, saw many of the nation flock around fills up the soul which the Spirit has left
ning
ofthe foremost is like the running of him, sounded the bugle of rebellion, re- empty, and the man professes to have
Ahimaaz, the
son of Zadok.
And the turned to pollute the palace of David, to found pardon.
He put religious hope
king said, he is a good man and cometh miserably perish. Contrast him cast into and profession into a bottle too badly
with good tidings.” Running was a call- a pit, stoned, detested, with that honored, ghiaken to hold his sins years ago, and he
ing in those days, and as now a man may beloved, renowned prince that God would thinks now it will hold thie new wine of
be known by his gait, so then by his style have made him. (8) The lesson teaches the Spirit. Let me warn thee, my friend,
«of rnnning. Ahimaaz, son of Zadok, was how to die the death of the righteous, viz., trust it not. That little threat of thine
by living the life of the righteous before we which thy complacency distorts
a fleet runner; for he left behind him,
into a
-Cushi, who had started before hita.
The die. (4) Here we are taught the way to cable strong enough to hold thee, sins
route he took, however, may have favor- make sure of arighteous life. To begin, as and aM, will break some day and drop
into despair, deep and terrible.
«d his earlier arrival ;.* For he ran by the Absalom did not, the service of God early thee
way.of the plain.” Zadok was high priest, in life, and then to grow up in that ser- Thou canst not trifle with the power of
(5) Absalom may have expected God. Had it been the Holy Ghost that
associated in office. with Abiathar, and in vice.
to
reform
in his later years, and seek to wrestled with thee, those days of seeking
«charge of the tabernacle and ark of the
atone
for
his sins.
But if so, his hope would have been a torture to thee instead
covenant, and of the altar. He was a
friendof David. 2 Sam. 15 :24—29. “David »was vain. He died in shame, in infamy; of a source of satisfaction. Think not to

supposed that Ahimaaz would not, having

was

‘grand-daughter who

example to'the younger members of the space, where there may be some hope of der, avd requests
flock in the prayer meeting.
Out of it our being able to revisit and water the seated together.

of the king by any graphic

O my son

within thissmall compass

and prays fluently, and is in all things an my to confine our efforts to a limited

row the soul

thus he said,

1'racts

9. Addresses; 10.

* MISSIONARY CONCERT,

hp

with the girl. Then the girl would be, and
able to read to her grandmother. This

morrow, expect to reach home by the end

mon more than he. More than that he is field, far greater than we are at all able
punctual at the prayer meeting, speaks to occupy. Still, it seems better econo-

descriptions,

and as he wept

woman

The

of Poetical

of the month, attend monthly meetings,
[Continued.]
There is a man who does not believe refit and go out in another direction. Our
in carrying religion into business,
IV.AT Q.OR Y."M'8 OF CHURCHES.
You general plan is to labor within a radius of
will always find him in his place on a about twenty miles of home, and even " These meetings are usually so much

he carries out his maxim; you would not
recognize him by his business transac-

not paint the fact as it occurred, nor har-

us.

ging;

enediction,

could; no,sustain
a eangert gugrterlyShort
and
ting the things that are behind and press- of the same books so that he might read have
two exercises , just’

ing forward to the mark,
a
servitude in the vineyard of the Lord be- ~ Warren, Ill.
Ob
-b
cause they dare not or will not. claim the
*ro+
*
sonship of the Father or receive the kingDISTRICT MISSION WORK,
ly robe, Such are putting new wine in,
We dre now about fifteen miles from
to old bottles, and now and then when a home. This is our seventh day here, and
bottle breaks men blame the wine,
Yet twelfth since leaving home oa this our
how should it be otherwise, mp brother, third short excursion. We start back tobottles P
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volume

Report of the Secretary, on

..@. Report of the Superin.
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KEPT WAITING.
ng,
He is waiting, waiting, waiti
the night;

He has waited through
ce
Hg lus looked with wondrouslight patien
r the hour of dawning
‘When the oft mistaken +pirit
Shall observe him at the door,
And shall cry, Come in, my Saviour,
leave me never more.

waiting, waiting,
ba wae all your lifes

Pe
e

Aoi Bee ate

leaded with you slwars, fe.

you
the flowers?
Did you notice how
Inthe hush of evening hours?

He is waiting, waiting, waiting,

You 0!hive estslet allare oar temple

a lose, ark vio.

ere is only
one
Tn your Hines of grief and doubt,
There is only one can save you~
But you strongly keep him out!
waiting,
He is waiting, waiting,
H
You his very name

You are busy with your

feasting,

But he is not Jeary yet.
Still be does not force an entrance
With stern angerin his face;
ntly pleading
Still he linge!
That you will but give him space.
He is waiting, waiting, waiting,

Have you kept him long enough?
You will shortly need him greatly
When the winter winds are rough.
0 cold hearts that keep him waiting,
Do be warned by bis great love,
Saviour
Nor refuse the pleading
ahove.
‘Who has sought you
He is waiting, waiting, waiting,

Of

And

a

return him lovefor love.
- ==British Presbyterian.

THE

VENERABLE

BEDE.

said, * Now
it is finish-

4 It is well,” replied his master; *

you

have said the truth; itis finished. - Now
take my head into your hands and sup-

port me so, for I love to sit with my face
turned towards the little chapel

used to pray;

)

and

Jon ger koeel, 1 may sit and

Fe hoy y diddi

I

where

I.can. no

call on

my

as he desired them, | and with

did not dare

to wash it. Th

ards,”

Ghost I" till as he named

the last holy

name, he breathed his soul away and
into eternal life.
At the west end of the Cathedral church
of Durham, overlooking the river Wear,
stands a chapel of exceeding beauty,
called the Galilee. If we entered its walls,
we should find a slab of blue marble, tell-

ing that beneath it are laid the bones of
the Venerable Bode, by which name he is!
en we

always known.

think

of this

latest task was to trans-

man, whose

ate God's word into the language of his
countrymen, we surely feel that he being
dead yet speaketh, bidding us prize dearible, — Soldiers
ly our precious English
>
and Servants of Christ. '

I8 IT HONEST ?
To preach openly or covertly doctrines
in opposition to the professed faith of the

church addressed—Is it honest ?

The pulpit is not a place where anything and everything may be uttered. A

preacher's

freedom is limited by the arti-

The

Alliance

News

says:

I have received at your bands, knows

h

‘It

notwithstanding vast agencies of ime ease Catarrh, as
yrovement, intemperance, erime, pauper- (-Eung Diseases.
sm, indanity, and brutality are more them to very many
rampant than ever; and, if we except in their praise.
pauperism, these evils have more than
:
~

wrapped

it in the finest wool and put it
doubled during the last 40 years.” These
ost cradle, aud did ipkdeka breath of wld are not, like the loose statements of temair com
0
bh
ls at ind bon perance orators, who tell you of a million.
2
chill aie
killed annually by drin
VIC
01 victims
, “And whatever | of
given luto their
© hand
of God's | They are the carefully p
may be said upon’ th

well as Throat and
I have recommended
and shall ever speak
aatefally ous,
WM.
H, SPENCER,

aking. | The Morning Star.
After fifty years of efficient service, the
Morning Star now enters upon its second

reports of jallers and courts and pauper
and even if there is a
and protect that life that we haye reason | 0little e oners;ration
:
or ivaccu
racy, the
to trast the
irit has kindled in the buman soul.

ry 10 keep the atmosphere

case is stitl

Mr. Burwell, of the Madura
hot-house, and thrust it down intoan ice- writes to the Missionary Herald:

There

nd

there

many a prayer meeting that ‘is a moral
hen warm up the prayer
ice-house,,
tions,
meetings, warm. up the con
ave a
that these young converts may
clear atmosphere in which they can
breathe.

blame the Government.

+ | thief-caste

DRUNKENNESS

AND

- | continned in. charge of Rev. A: H. Hu-

passed by, each with a large earthen vessel, to Get wady, or the sap of the cocoa-1
'hen
tree.
remonstrate with the
business,
|u n their iniquitous

LING, not so much under a separate head,

cartman.

India,

PUNISHMENT.

The Christian Unioh, speaking of the
light punishments imposed by the courts
on those who have committed some crime

while intoxicated, says:

Would it not be a wholesome tonic at
this juncture, if the law were to consider
offenses committed under the influence of

liquor with an added degree of severity?

Drunkenness is, to a certain extent, voluntary. In that stage of intemperate habit or inherited propensity which passes

they

have

as heretofore, but as a part of the whole

paper. . The paper will have more inity,

| but every locality, East, West and South,
will be fully represented.
Editorial assistance is now engaged,
ample and competent.
"We shall aim to have correspondence

So does io my

While

, {have done, and are doing,

TEMPERANCE.

Mission,

While I am sitting under a tamarind
tree by the roadside, waiting for my
breakfust, not less than a dozen men have

is many a Songie.

gation that is a moral ice-house, a

promise, and a purpose full of hope.
The WESTERN DEPARTMENT will be

' INTEMPERANCE IN INDIA.

house and it will be dead in four and

twenty hours.

Half Century with an experience full of

an extremely bad one.

the Engl

encouraged

much

for

drinking

| habits and are fostering the cirse of i
temperance

through

the

fresh and timely. This will include letters from the principal centers in this
country, and from foreign lands. We
shall have a special correspondent in
Washington during the session of Con-

‘‘ abkarry reve-

nue,” or renting of arrack and teddy,
selling the rents to the highest bidders,

and so making it the renter's interest to
increase the number of habitual drinkers
and drunkards. . . . It is a sad fact that

the ungodly

lives,

and

especially

the

Chri 8- | gress, and in Philadelphia ‘next summer
tians from Europe are a great hindrance to picture the great Centennial Exhibito the spread o Christianity among the
tion.
Ih
Hindus.
MeN engaged in the ruinous traffic
As’ the denominational organ, the Siur
sometimes say, ‘‘ Yon don’t appreciate will aim to be the fair and impartial chamid to
the fact that the largest revenues
the government are by our business ” pion of all our interests, to uphold our
Then I remember what Gladstone, the faith without being dogmatic, to give the
Prime Minister ot England,said to a committee of men engaged in the traffic when latest news from all the churches, and
they came to him to deplore that they also to include whatever may be of curwere not treated with more consideration :
“ Gentlemen, don’t be uneasy about the rent interest amoung all denominations.
revenue. Give me thirty million" sober
Liberal Offers.
people, and I will pay all the revenue,
We
offer
the following inducements to
and have a large surplus.— Talmage.
A mosT interesting form of religious re- our patrons:
drinking habits, of many

nominal

TEE

reewill
:

no

P. 0. Boi 507, Rochester, N.Y.

sions of public officers, sustained by the

decrees, this is to be said on the other, we
have to; take care and use pains to foster

H

:

The Morning Star,

is a large religious paper of eight pages,im itsAny. fiesh volume.
It is able, literary] and pregressive. The publication offices are Boston and
Chicago, but all communications, save for the
Western Department, should be addressedbo Deo-Termsperyear «
~
+
+
«
$3.00
“
inadvanee,
+
«+
+
+
280»
Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
- S&BO»
Clubs of six or more, one-third new sub98.08
each
_ Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath School papers jprinted alternate i
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated. .
Both papers are of the same size, but the Lirwem: |
STAR
jis for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, »
~
20 comnts.
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

‘dress each,

«+ +

~

+

SB cents.

Payment always in advance, and Ro commission »
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers

of the International Series, for both adulis
and children, are printed monthly,at the rate of .
100 copies to one address for $7.50. If the oxder
is for lessthan four months at a time, the ehamge
will
be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred. Pay--ment in advance. Sample copies sent frees
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar, .
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly
and Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers of eur benevolent societies, an account of ourliterary institutions, obituaries of deceased mim
isters &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a topy; 96 »
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage,2 cents per copy.
The Psalmody

cles of faith held by the church; and still into the physician's ‘catégory as disease,
ie the demominational Hymn Book, exten
On the sea-coast, at the exireme north farther by the rights of the churches in there are other considerations; but the
sively used, printed on both white and finted
of the county of Durham, lies a village fellowship. He is under the most solemn majori of crimes are not committed by
paper. Largebook, in Bheep, $1.00; Morocco,$1.30;
called Jarrow. Itis a quiet, somewhat obligationto regulate his utterances b
are usually
babitual drunkards.
The
Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.40,
Postage,
desolate spot, witha low sandy beach, on the limitations thus morally imposed. altogether too sluggish, too heavily freight16 cents each. Small, Morocco,85 cts; postage, T.
which the waves of the German Ocean He can not as an honest man stand in a ed and sodden w
the
stupefying
drink
cents,
There is pulpit dedicated to the proclamation and
have encroached by degrees.
to executeya mischief, except upon them
The Sacred Melody
§
litte in the neighborhood to attract the
our occasional drinker, your
efense of well-defined doctrines and use selves.
is a small book of 226 hymns and, several’
notice of visitors, yet Christians must al- it asa place from which to undermine or laboring man who goes on a *‘ spree now
tunes selected. especially for prayer meétings. 35
to it for the sake of controvert those doctrines,
interested
beys
wa
and then,” who voluntarily puts himself
cents; postage, 4 cents.
:
a
ga.
the good old man who was horn (here.
his
away
sleals
that
It
may
be,however,
that
a
minister
has
under the influence
The Choralist
In thie year A. D. 678, Bede was born, become skeptical regarding some of the brains, is the chief offender here. If such
is a larger book of hymns and tunes tham:
and he was educated partly in bis native doctrines.
In that case, pending
his per- a man were to .know, beyond peradventhe Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, ‘11 cts.
village, and partly at Wearmouth, in the sonal investigation of such
this
in
committed
doctrines,
crime
any
that
ture,
vivals now prevalent in Maine and Ma
Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
monastery schools, the only places of in- honesty forbids bis preaching them; for semi-conscious, but for him wholly volun- sachusetts, is that-Swhich reaches the self-$=
The Book of Worship
who
will furnish the name of a NEW ONE,
struction then in existence. When he if he speaks out his skepticism, he breaks tary state, would be dealt with in even
{
Thouenslaved
victims
of
intemperance.
only a few copies left. All gilt edge; $1.00
his
of
was an old man, he used to say
faith with the church; ithe preach from greater severity than if he bad been in
can have the two copies of the paper for The Tribute of Praise
f
young days, ** IL applied myself wholly to the accepted standpoint, he is dishonest possession of his sober senses at the time, sands are being rescued from all the
vices, and graciously restored to purity
io
isa Hymn and Tune book, prepared for pethe study of Scripture, and to singing
sobrietya and virtue. It moves one almost to tears one year, at $4.60, strictly in advance.
increase
to
with
himself.
Should
the
result
of
his
intend
not
it
would
one denomination, and is well adapted to social
the church. I always took great delight quiries lead to unbelief, then honesty among drinking
Add to_this
Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING worship
men?
to think of the homes which the selfishor congregational singing. Price $1.00
writing.”
and
in learning, teaching
own
its
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ess
drunkenn
calls
for
a
frank
statement
of
the
fact
in
for
special penalty
Books were far less common then than connection with his proffered resignation. account, and the restrictive effect would ness and cruelties of vice had filled with NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Siar at per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more:
wretchedness now being transformed into
are taken. Postage, 16 cents.
now, but Bede made good use of all
To renin and use the pulpit to preach soon become apparent.
homes indeed. Blessings upon them !— $2.00 each, strictly in advance.
Besides stadywhich came in his way.
Butler's Theology
the Advance.
unknown;
the
unbelief
and
make
bitter
aflacks
on
the
dread
minds
Most
We will furnish the Star, with other
ing history, astronomy, rhetoric, and poe- frith denomination with which the church undefined has a greater horror than the
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the question.
THE connection between drink and periodicals, at the following rates:
try, he gained a knowledge of the Greek is in fellowship is both cowardly and dis- absolute and fixed. The mechanic or laof doctrinal theolegy,
and the author’s views
and Latin tongues, and learned some- honest, and is sure eventually to injure borer who goes on a * spree” to-day, crime is also clearly shown by the fact STAR and ‘ Wide Awake?” (the
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
that
whenever
the
sale
of
drink
has
‘been
thing of Hebrew.
popular new juvenile maga$1.60 postage, 24 cents.
both himself and the church.
knows that he will probably make a fool restricted, either by prohibiting distillaHis piety and learning were so great
For illustration let a case be supposed.
i
or worse; but he is sustaioed tion, or by increasing the duty, and conZine) sss rena Rasvsssienses $4.00 Butler's Commentary.
that the Bishéh of Hexham (there was at A minister has changed his views and he of himself,
assurance that whateycomforting
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, conthe
by
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¢
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price,
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sequently
that time
keeps right on preaching his unbelief.
he does will be accounted lightly unto shortening the hours of sile, or otherwise
5.75 tains- two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the:
Bazar or ‘ Weekly....
ed him deacon at the early age of nine- Aggrieved members of his: church re- er
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It isam
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and ‘“Arthur’s Home Mag~
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¢
till
the
;
it
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It he knew,
monstrate and suggest that if he can not
that *¢ liquor” gives.
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azine?......
.
for
committal
and
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of
was thirty years old, and only ventured preach the doctrines of the charch, he had stances committing
number
himself to the exciting
before
5.70 reading.” $1.0) ; posiage, 22 cents,
¢ and ‘‘Scribner’s Monthly”
all that time to teach children and youn
tter quietly retire, and seek a church irresponsibility of drink, that he might crime have correspondingly decreased.—
The A'reatise
FarEngland
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>
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he
Magazine.
Then
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people.
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publish
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What shall be said if he remains and tenced for life, or a prolonged imprison- } WHAT to do with the advocates of the
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and our general
ted
the
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Bible
transla
He
¢ and ‘“Smith’s
We shall fight
use of Christians.
makes these remonstrances the occasion ment, and a crippling fine besides, re- liquor-traffic, we know.
church-building. It 18 published by awHONArY? cerieereesereenes 4.60 usages ofin the
Bat what to do
Psalms and New Testament into his na- of raiding Yas £19 of persecution, nd of pentance would probably set in before in- them to the bitter end.
25 cents; pesGeneral Conference.
thority
¢¢ and ¢¢ Life and Epistle of
tive Saxon tongue, and he wrote a hisand he would either with those men who sit astraddle the
rpening
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s
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dogmaact;
tage, 2 cents.
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after
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stead
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The History of the Freewill Baptists
set a curb upon himself even when under fence on this subject,
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interested
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from
Bat
suppose
further
that
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refrain
or
spell,
the
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other
and
re,
Scriptu
- Commentaries on
rayer,
ENLIGHTENED opinion, earnest
preaching has drivegeeut from the church into a condition involving such possibiliChristian work, exert themselves in ex- from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
books, altogether forty-five in number, some of its best and
integrity,
large-minded,
constrongest members; ties.
detail, the early events of our denominational
before he had finished his fifty-niuth year. introduced divisions and
seientious statemanship crystallized into tending the circulation of the Morning history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
wranglings
DRINKING AND INSANITY.
In fact, as an ancient writer said of him, among those that remain, and he finds
needs
must
prohibitory statutes,—these
Star? It is a helper that can nof well be The Memorials of the Free Baptists
see him pray one would have himself obliged to get away from the
«To
be the agencies fot our deliverance.—NaThe following is from Macmillan’s Mag;
study
for
time
no
himself
dispensed
with,and we appeal to you, sergive the rise and progress of this body of
thought he left
tional
Tem.
Ad.
the
of
side
fearful
storm
his
own
folly
has
evoked,
and
a
azine, and presents
Christians in New York, till the time of their um-and when we look at his books, we won- which he has proved unable to control,
dpinion
our
reiterate
to
desire
vants
of
the
Master,
to
introduce
the
pawe
AND
rance:
intempe
of
anyeffects
ion withthe Freewill Baptists.
$1.25.
der he could have fonnd time to do
what now shall be said if we find him on
the real hope of the temperance cause
thing but write.”
Drinkingis a main cause of insanity. isthatin its being taken up by the churches,— per wherever it is not taken.
The Minutes of the General Conference
another
platform
publicly
thanking
God
These books were read throughout that he at last stands where he can as an Alcohol flies to the brain, and not unfreare published in pamphlet form at the close
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my experience, that your medicines will
master the worst forms of that odious dis-

is a welancholy but undeniable fact, that,
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a faint voice be sang, “ Glory be to the | warm about these young converts.
Son, and to the Holy a delicate plant that bas been kept in the
Father, and te the

Surely he may enter now,

Haste to throw your heart’s door open,
And before the Master bow.
Bid him come, no more to leave you
Till you dwell with him above.
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WE need a large measure of the Holy
Spirit to keep our vision clear, and enable

us to discern that our Lord is the most
xeal,

living

and personal of all beings,

froze

to death

~——WOMAN

while thinking out some kind

of a ma-

SsETTS.

chine to fit his wood

stove,

suffrage agitated the Massachusetts Senate a portion of last week. The commit-

for

the

so

that the real work of fitting it with the

Editor.

Western

SUFFRAGE

IN'+ MASSACHU-

The traditional debate on woman

ax might be avoided, and whose family tee to whom was referred the petition for
sat and starved while lazily counting up such suffrage reported, and speeches were
the money that was going to be realized made by Hon. Messrs. Loring, Neal,
out of the machine, has a good many Fiske, and others, in favor of granting
imitators in one way and another.
the privilege, while considerable opposiThey leave their farms to grow up to tion to it, first and last, was developed.
weeds, their tools to rust and be dulled, So far as we can, judge, both the weight
their business to be ruined by clerks, their and the merit of the argument were with

children to come . up in ignorance and

the advocates of the measure, but legisla-

idleness, their dependents to be wretched
and ronhappy, while thdy, themselves are

tors

indolently opening mines of treasure that
do not exist, planning to meet great ob-

do

not

always

vote

in accordance

with weight and merit.
The women
are strongly besieging the Massachusetts

legislature, meaning,

if they can, to get

ligations with only paper values.
that State added to Wyoming and Chili,
and obeyed. When we fully experience
These speculative’ do-nothings show to in allowing their sex the ¢‘inalienable
this, we shall feel the wealth and signifi- the worst advantage in the church.
One right” to vote. .
«ance of the Saviour’s words,—*‘L.o I am
rightfully expects from them what one
“with yon alway, even unto the end of the never gets. You hear them plan at ——THE ‘PRESS IN GERMANY. Prince
ck has made a speech, in which
world”—to a degree that will bring ex- home forthe success and interest of the Bi
«ceeding strength and comfort to our souls. prayer-meeting, and you would naturally hos pore to have used more’ or less
expect to meet them there at its next invective] against the journalists of GerIt was a poor excuse that the colored
gathering. But you do not. Or if you many. This was after he found that the
woman made, when told. that smoking
find them there, and hear them exalt the penal amendments against the press could
zgave.her an unclean breath, and that ‘no
need of working among the neglected ! not be carried, but were decidedly rejectunclean person hatn any inheritance in
classes, and exalting the beauty of that ed. He thinks that their newspapers are
+ the kingdom of Christ:” “I shall leave my
religion that expresses itself in helpful altogether too seditious, and calculatedto
breath behind me,” she said.
Now the
raise up factions, promote discord, and
sooner we fully realize that whatever is deeds among the inhabitants of back- circulate rumors of wars. So ‘‘his speech
alleys,
you
would
naturally
expect:
to
Physiologically wrong is morally wrong,
come across them during the week in is,” as a correspondent of the New York
and that whatever really defiles the body,
just those haunts, and bringing up a Tribune writes, *“ a notification to all Euin a greater or less measure also defiles the
score of their inmates to the next meet- rope that there are no more official or
soul, the sooner we shall stop making
semi-official papers in Berlin.
If any
ing. But you find no such thing.
excuses like that, We have mentioned
Now the only way todo a thing is to Berlin newspaper chooses in the future to
«the habit of smoking only as an example, do it. * Great thoughts of heart” do not stir up wars, or rumors of war, Europe
~without meaning to single it out at all. accomplish it. Reuben was a master of will take notice that the goternment is in
The application is a wide one. As Presi- that kind of thought, but the most notice- no way responsible for them.”
How
dent Hopkins lately said, “ No man has a able thing about his life was its fail- much truth there may be in the lurking
right to make his body-an instrument of ure. ‘‘Unstable as water, thou shalt insinuations of this correspondent, we
pleasure in such a way as to lower its
not excgl,” said Jacob to him.
And his know not, but there certainly is some
.tone or derange its functions, or in any
posterity
was to be like him. That is ground for drawing such a conclusion.
way unfit it for those higher uses to which
the way idleness and indolence and mere In the meantime, the Berlin press, freed
vit.may be putin the service of the rational
from all official connection with the govplanning multiply themselves.
:
spirit.”
Of course to plan is wise.
The folly ernment, will have a grand opportunity
NS.
(dh na a
and failure consistin stopping there. Be- to assert’ whatever of independence it
ANOTHER FALLEN MAN.
On the
gin at once to do, as well as plan, and may be allowed to exercise.
The strangest thing about it all, and
there isn't a life, however weak or hum. whole, we believe it tenable ground to
which alniost naturally takes preceble, but may be crowned with real suc- occupy. For not only in Europe, but in
«dence of any thought of the sadness of cess.
America, and not only as to war, but as
Secretary Belknap’s fall, is the. fact
to private character, irresponsible, ser4
O-0-b
+
that men, in the face of exposure after
sational, weak-brained newspaper writers
HATE.
-exposure, and flight after flight, and punhave wrought more mischief than they
Hate is an unseemly word. It is the are worth. If we can only succeed in
.ishment after punishment,
of other
and most

to

be loved,

trusted,

honored

Jknaves, will continue to lie, and steal,
cand defraud, and be bribed, just as

though there were no such thing as de‘tection. They mustknow that they will

be sooner or later found out.

Re
=
E
3

who

have

either

RI
on

gone into oblivion or are remembered
«chiefly on account of their villainies,
oughtto warn every man against the
practice uf then.

A

GSR

A

PoE

x

igs

But now

«lose upon the heels: of Mr. Belknap's
«exposure and ruin, in spite of the warningin it, will doubtless come the exposure and ruin of more than one other
trusted and honored man. It would
seem as though the host of defaulting
«cashiers, of forgers, and of esteemed pub' (lie officers self-ruined,

name of an ugly fact. The exhibition of
downright hatred is repulsive to our better

natures. Yet if we search closely,we may
find motives in our own lives whose mainspring may be some species of hate.
Perhaps we shall call it holy indigpation.

Whether the manifestation

of

this,

on the part of man, is any more acceptable in God's sight than the vulgar variety,
is a question. It is natural to love those
who love us and
hate
those
who
hate us.
This should make
us cautious in all efforts to discriminate between

sin and the sinner.

man

shall escape”

then,” whether

the President orders itor not.
The les-sonis obvious. Aeceptno bribes. Keep
-a clean record. Then there will be no
.frands to be exposed, let Democrat or
Republican search never so closely.
it should be remembered to the credit of

“the Republican members ofthe committee

. before whom Mr. Belknap’s fraud came,
vthat they stood like true. men, leaving

their. favorite and friend to suffer the penalty.of
his folly.

It is right

and

He has betrayed a high trust.

just.

Let him

suffer for it. And for country’s and honor’s sake, let all others be warned by
it.

@REAT THOUGHTS—LITTLE DEEDS.
+4¢ As aman thinketh, so is he"—not,
soften. His plans may compass mount-

aim and plain, town

and

country,

and

iis actual deeds never overturn a stone
or help a soul in one case or the other.

A man would better make

large plans

rihan not to make any. The influence on
} himsdlf would doubtless be better.
But
} he should always remember that a mat« ker-pf-fact, public has its eye upon him,

“anid that if there is too great a margin be-

the Moody and Sankey meetings, which

have kept up their usual ardor, and resulted in real goed. . The more Mr. Moody shows. himself, the more his listeners

find out that he is not at all the illiterate
man that he has been

represented

to be,

and that in fact if he wouldnt persist in
saying done when he ought to say did,—
and a few ungrammaticisms]like that,—
there would

be almost

no peg on which

to hang a charge of ignorant speech.

However that may be, the meetings are

well attended, sinners seek for mercy,
professed Christians are revived, and the

cause of Chris
in alltthe city seems
to be
reaping large benefit. And every one of
these sinners will doubtless be just as

soundly converted, and will make just as
good a Christian, as though Mr. Moody
was

the grammatical

Grant White himself.

peer of Richard’

But of course it is

always best to hold to the form of séund
words when one knows it.
~——OUR ENGLISH MINISTER'S CASE.

The

question of Minister Schenck’s retirement
from the English mission is probably
pending on the investigation of his case
now going on in Washington.
He is

charged with haying violated the duties

tween
his thought and deed, he will soon

of a public

be left out of the ‘aeeount in estimating

vate speculations, using his office not only to help himself, butto induce others to

the sum of the world's work.
~“‘Great

thoughts

.of

heart,”

if they

sremdin only in the mncrystallized form
of thought, are not of much practi-

«al consequence. | Examples are numerous. One may find them. in every com-

manity,—men who sit. and revolve their
#humbs about each other, and keep up a
great thinking, and plan that to-morrow
shallbe much more ‘abundant in real
work than is to'day—and so they live
and die, and do nothing else.
tr

making them understand, and in making
everybody else understand, that they express only their own opinions, and that
the respectable portions of communities
are in no wise responsible for them, or
much swayed by them, a zood deal will
have been gained.
——THE LECTURE PLATFORM.
We could
well spare a good many of the lecture
courses that are conducted through the
winter, but,

on the whole, we should re-

gret to know that the popular desire for

good lectures, or a popular

support of

There are
We fail to see the advantages to be de- them, was really waning.
several
things
that
have
pointed
in that
rived from hatred, even of tha most approved sort. The so-called hatred for way this winter. There are certainly less
righteousness’ sake has caused the running courses in operation, and of course less
of much innocent blood. The famous In-- employment for the really good class of
quisition was a legitimate outgrowth of it. lecturers. But that may be only a temWe claim to be righteous and despise sin, porary result of the hard times. Let us
but in so doing how do we look upon hope that it is, and see that the lecture
vi
any of
| some fallen man or woman? Will nota courses n
flavor of our hate fall upon them also? its good offices from the public.

There is another lesson besides the
certainty of exposure and its attendant
ruin taught afresh by Belknap’s down.fall, and that is the fact that the very
«classof men who will thus offer bribes,
~and invite to a betrayal of trusts, are of
-all men the unsafest persons before whom
~oné€’s integrity can be compromised.
It Indeed, the Pharisees were haters for
‘was the very man who tempted ‘Mr. righteousness’ sake!
“Belknap that was the first to disclose his
There is no obstacle in the way of
sin. Will it not teach men to be on their Christian progress which has been attemptguard against such persons? It is ex- ed to be removed by the offices of unnam.actly like the devil,—always active to ed hatred, that can not be pre-eminently
get men into trouble, but never able to overcome by the exercise of its opposite,
deliver them from it. Rather he is ea- love. A man never grows in goodness
ger at length to reveal their fall, and then by despising wickedness.
#0 mock them in their helpless extremiLet us forsake our evil ways and cleave
Ay.
to the better part, and leave all venMoreover, this particular case should geance and holy indignation to the Lord.
~especially interest public office-holders.
Political parties necessarily change reCURRENT TOPICS.
Aafions in this country. And when the
~—THE
NEW
YORK MEETINGS. The ex«change comes, then the records of the
treme
cold
weather
of the last week, in
“party jyst in power are subjectto a close
: oa
pai
examination.
*‘ No New York city, did not cool the spirit in
ily

—

servant

invest in the same

by indulging in pri-

enterprise.

His al-

leged connection with the famous Emma
mine swindle in Utah, is the basis of the
investigation.
Nothing serious is presented against him yet. Such conduct as
he is charged with is rightfully held to be
a serious offense againstofficial propriety,

and would merit

the severest

rebuke.

For the sake of the public credit, to say
nothing of his own, we sincerely wish his
innocence might be established.

——WELL

L

ANSWERED.

Rev. Dr. Evarts,

of Chicago, not long since contributed an
article to his church paper, the Standard,

in which he sought to show that

cere-

monial order” of the church is of great
importance, so recognized by all denominations, and that close communion is jus-

tifiable on the ground of maintaining such
“order.” He assumes that communion
is 4 church ordinance, and says that “baptism defends the ceremonial order of the
church. The supper is a ceremonial fellowship of that order.” The article referred to being, to a great extent, a personal criticism of Prof. Swing, the latter

pays his respects to Dr. Evarts in the last
number of the Alliance, of which Prof.

vited to the communion, then Dr. Evarts
proves altogether too much ; for the Romish and Greek churches both insist on
‘‘ external order” which
while

excludes every-

the Mosaic

church did

quite as much, and yet all magnify different points of that order. The Baptists
hold to baptism by immersion, as their
point
| other

of ‘external order,” just as the
churches above named insist on

something entirely different.
ance then continues :

The .4li-

It is just here we complain at these
brethren. We believe the early
Christians baptized by immersion.
e think
the evidencg in favor of infant baptism
almost invisible in the Sacred Book. We

feel, however, that the Baptists over-esti-

mate the worth of the ceremony when
they make it in any way the condition of
inter-communion.

That is exactly it.
not external forms,

Baltimore,

and Washington without change.

Christian character,
is

the true basis

for

the communion.

We have had the pleasure of spendiug

Willimantic, to Hartford; by the New
York and New Haven Road to Harlem

a few weeks in the interest of Home Mis-

River; by transfer steamer ‘ Maryland,”
to Jersey City ; and by the Pennsylvania
and Philadelphia, Wilmington and

Balti-

more Roads and connections to all points

South and South-west. The time-tables
will soon be published. The passage by
the transfer stembri requiring about an
hour will afforff
Arrangements §@

le time for meals.
special trains, ' for

parties or for organized bodies from Boston, Providence,

Worcester,

Nashua

or

Fortland can be made upon application to
the General Ticket Agent, A. C, Kendall,
224 Federal St., Boston,

BRIEF NOTES.
Tuk parts of “ Daniel Deronda” that are
given in each number

of Harper's Magazine,

without extra cost to the subscriber, sell

for a

relation to temperance, will also be considered.

Ir the old English gentleman deemed the inventor of the tag on his shoe-string worthy of a

henediction, what shall ‘the ladies say- of the
man who has just invented a faultless tidyfastener? His name is Sisson, and we know
not where he lives, but the article itself is rapidly getting into the market—and quite as rapidly
getting out again, for it is an invention that
“ takes ” remarkably. The man who is constantly getting the tidy under his feet when it
ought to be under his head,would be contributing greatly to the family peace if he could get

some of these

fasteners

store,

contemplating a visitto Philadelphia

the

coming season, will be glad to know
that the New York and New England
Railroad will, beginning the third of
Aptil, run a through passenger train, with
Pullman day and sleeping cars attached,
\

have

visited

visit the remainder at some
able time.

more

Weare glad to learn

his pulpit, on the Sabbath, and the church

each, for our

*‘ Centeunial

fund.”

This

church and 8. School never seemed more
prosperous in numbers, liberality, and
spiritual power than at present. - Several
have of late embraced Christ, while others

are asking what they shall do to be saved.
Another mission chapel has already been
built, both’ convenient and pleasant, in
another part of the city where needed, by

to room in the building;
it
the tuition to two each term;

with encouraging prospects of liquidating

hundred, is an expression of Chrigtiagfjove
justly indicating success.
The death of Bro. Whipple was a
Ste
loss to the church. The widow will how-

The Greenwich St. church is said to be
a

reas-

onable time.—Our church

at Greenville,

neficence, stability, moral

integrity, and

so long and favorably known for its bekind

treatment

equally kind and

of

its pastors,

is

still

obliging towards all.

It has a growing society and S. School,
deeply interested in H. Missions, and
every denominational work. The church
of late has adopted a plan of weekly offerings, equally divided among our benevolent
enterprises, and is working well. Twenty dollars was ready for H. M., and three

hundred was pledged on our ** Centennial
fund.”

The pastor is much

loved,

with

his family, and very useful in Christian
labors. We were very glad to meet Bro.
Lovejoyat Pascoag, an old associate in

and almost sacred, from the early labors
of Colby, and his wonderful success in
preaching Christ. We saw the old meeting house, where this holy man so often
and faithfully proclaimed a holy religion

try

of Jesus.

This

ground

is. historic,

to

Now it seems to have ever done.

me that these young men need encouragethan

they

will

when further on in their course.
The good Shepherd takes up the young
and feeble lambs in his arms and carries
them ; when they become older they will
be able to take care of themselves.
The
husbandman gives special attention to
the young, the tender plant, and when it

becomes strong it will need less care.
So it should be with the Christian church.
We ought to encourage, assist, aid those
young men who are just beginning to
prepare for the ministry.
The course
looks long, when they stand at the commencement ; it seems almost an impossibility when they think of paying their

There still survive two
devoted Christians, baptized by him,
more than 60 years ago. This church has
recently parted with one of its deacons,
and one of the best and most benevolent
of men. His name for honesty, and uprightness of character, in all business
matters, which were large, is everywhere
acknowledged and most highly esteemed.
A pillarin the church, to uphold firmly

and certainly all iS interests. Such was
Dea. Hopkins! His brother, equally loved
and generous, gave his life in the army,
for his country. The collection for H.

M. on the Sabbath was

nearly

$90.00

with generous pledges for time to come.
This church has an excellent house of
worship and parsonage. Some twenty
way-through a ten years course of study ;.
have of late professed faith in Jesus. The

unikcountable, when they see rich members unwilling to contribute a single dol-

lar towards the support of those who

are

sacrificing their time, money, and even
health to prepare for a work of still greater sacrifice in the ministry.

But it seems to me that. the Christian
men and women of the Freewill Baptist
denomination do not understand the cir-

cumstances, or they would assist these

young brethren in their efforts to secure
an education. There must be men and
women in the churches who would gladly invest a few dollars in such a cause,

and take the Lord for paymaster.

There

must be benevolent individuals in the F.

members are earnest and well united in
their pastor, who is doing a good work

who have helped them,

ed by those who wish to aid in building uw a

strong church in that place. For further iy.
formation address Hexenbaugh, Bellevernon,
BLE

.

!

;

Pa.

Bro. D\ A. MADDOX 1s greatly

4

by the condition of affairs in. the encouraged
Amesbury

church.

There
is & good religious interest at

present, several conversions have occurred, ang

loving hearts,

GREEN, ME.

Rev. A. 8. Prescott
has resign-

ed his pastorate with the F. Baptist

Green, Me.

church

in

The church here has enjoyed two

THE revival interest at So. Dover,

Me.,

con-

, POWNAL, ME.

move

Rev. Josiah A. Prescott has

volunteered

to pay the

tuition of one young man this term.

And

I suppose he will not be offended
to me

the

house

on

the

Sabbath

well filled.
Valuable accessions to the church have
been made within a year, and a good par-

sonage house has lately been built for
the much loved pastor. All things indicate

most hopefully for the cause.
The

collection

was

$14.03,

with

pledge of one hundred more.

a

‘We left

Rhode Island in better courage, and more

persons

in

ters and brethren, but

our

churches, worth more property than he
is, whom it would greatly benefit to do
I know that there are many calls for
money, but it seems to me that there are
few more imperative than this.
Now ifthere are those who wish to
contribute something to aid these young

men in their efforts to obtain »an educa-

tion, please send draft or P. O. order to

the Treasurer, Rev. E. H. Prescott, and
to the

necessities of the students under the direction of the Executive Committee.
A.B. MESERVEY.
New Hampton Inst., Feb. 29, 1876,

§

all

the

in-

brethren with the most unqualified thanksgiving and praise to God. We hope to’
return to the State in May, and finish “up

If all our churches

in New

“will do for H. M. as this

interesting.

The church will be in needof a

pastor the first of May, as I have concluded
to close my labors with them at that time.
C. W. GRIFFIN,

NORTH SANDWICH, NH
Rev. J.
sends us a communication from which
that a good degree of religious interest
in North Sandwich. The church has

8. Potter
we learn
prevails
been re-

vived and there have been a goodly number of

conversions. They have been favored with the
labors of Revs. H., Stevens and Cally; also Rev.
Mr. Sherman, a Methodist. The church has
contributed generously to benevolent enterprises, and has been busy with repairs and improvements in meeting-house

and

society was formed, and they

expect

parsonage.

At their last monthly meeting a home

mission
to

with renewed zeal for the Master.

work

Washington's Birthday

at Storer College.
' A portion of the afternoon of the 23d of
February, after the class recitations, was spent

by the faculty and students of Storer College
in memory of the immortal Washington. The
exercises were opened by Rev. N.C. Brackett
(Principal), wh
remarks, He was followed by Rev. A. H.

Morrell, who presented the honored name as a

type of morality, integrity and fidelity, and in
a certain sense asa true type of Christianity.
The privilege was then extended to the stu-

dents for extemporaneous

remarks,

To

those

who improved the privilege extended them,
much eredit is due for good delivery and chasteness of thought. To make the exercises more
interesting, some appropriate extracts were
beautifully recited by Misses Juliet B. Smith
and Coralie L. Franklin. One of the most sat-

isfactory features, however, in the present con-

dition of the college is the good religious
interest prevailing. Several hopeful conver-

sions have occurred, and many others are seek-

ing anxiously for a hope in Christ.

Itis highly

gratifying to find these good teachers ministering
to both mind and heart. May their work pros-

per, and their brows be graced with unfading
glory as the reward of their toils.
Charlestown, W. Va., Feb. 23.

L. L. P.

Donations.

REV.

B. 8. GERRY and wife were kindly re-

little,

smallest

to do, our H. M. treasury would be full
fund”

soon

thanks

for a liberal

donation

of fifty

dollars

A council, called by the Free Baptist

church

Installation.

of Olneyville,

R. I., to

Rev. D, Boyd; Hand of Fellowship, Rev. A.
Given; Prayer of Installation, Rev. B. Phelon ;

Charge

to

Candidate,

Rev. J. M. Brewster;

Benediction, by the pastor.

LEWIS DEXTER,
Clerk of Council.
Freedmen’s

of

the

revival interest at Saccarappa, Me.
Rev. D. C. WHEELER,
No. Somerville,
Mass, announces himselfas able to take a
pastorate the coming spring.
:

SouTH MONTVILLE, ME.

During the

past

month extra meetings have been holden with
|

|

Mission

Items.

of the students of Storer Normal School have
indulged a hope in Christ. It is indeed a wonderful work for the time and circumstances.
Many

received

L.

During the last six days upwards of twenty

Hinisters and Ehurches.
are

A.

consisted of Rey’s D. Boyd, C. A. Bickford, A.

raised

God hasten the day.
J. 8. BuraEss, Cor. Sec.

reports

Rev.

H. Heath, A. Given, B. Phelon, J. M. Brewster and L. Dexter. It was organized by the
choice ‘of Rev. J. M. Brewster, chairman, and
Rev. L. Dexter, clerk. The candidate was examined a8 to his Christian experience, call to
the ministry, and doctrinal views, after which
the council voted to proceed with the installation exercises, at 7.30 in the evening,
‘These took place in the following order: InYocation, Rev. L. P. Bickford; Reading of
Scripture, Rev. L. Dexter; Prayer, Rev. B. 8.
Morse (Baptist) ; Hymn, Rev. C. A. Bickford;

to one hundred thousand dollars.——May

FAVORABLE

examine

Gerrish, and, if thought proper, to install him
as pastor of said church, met at their house of
worship, Feb, 29, at 2.30, P. M. The council

Sermon, Rev. A. H. Heath; Address to Church,

England

State in our sisterhood of states is anxious
and our * Centennial

according

above

terest shown in missions, has opened
anew in our poor heart, thanks to the

if I our work, for the present year at least.

that there

has again

from their friends in Eaton (1st Church) and
vicinity, on the evening of Feb. 1.

and

greetings, received from all the minis-

paid. Six dollars and fifty cents will pay
the tuition of a student one term. Rev. Dr.

Vt. The Lord

esting,

esteem it a privilege to help pay the ex-

penses of these young men. It will bea
greathelp to them if their tuition can be

"EAST ALBANY,

visited this place by his converting grace.
Some twenty have expressed a desire to become Christians, and we hope a large share of
the
are already
m
rejoicing in sins forgiven.
The meetings and Sabbath schools are deeply

membered by a generous donation from their
friends in Bradford, Me., Jan. 17.
REV. H. BLAISDELL and wife would express

B. churches in New England who would

it will be appropriated

of the'denomination

They are still in need and wishto be remember.

for the Master.
Chepachet has a growing church of our
faith and order, under thé pastoral care
of Bro. Perkis. Its meetings are inter-

hopeful of our people, than we have been
for years. The very kind and cordial

other

strength into their church . and ' congregation,

that sixty have already. made some
idly and become one of the best. A col- towards the kingdom.
= :
lection of some five dollars and note of a

do more if possible.
But it will be remembered that the Institution has no funds for the purpose of
alding these young men, like some other
schools, and the donation of room-rent
and tuition are now made from a treas-

many

making vigorous efforts to infuse new life ang

the church debt, ere long. This society, | tinues. Bro. Bs 8. Gerry reports that the
when relieved from debt, will grow rap- whole community is stirred by ‘the Spirit, and

Maine, and true yoke fellow in the minis-

suggest that it seems

de.

cision to sell their house of worship, and ape

years of his most successful labors. A good
number have been added to the people of God’s
husbandry in that place, and the financial ability of the society much advanced. Broth.
Bro. Brewster, of the Park St. church, er Prescott ix a good pastor, and an able
is having song revival, and additions by minister. « May our divine Master grant
baptism and letter to the church. Meas- { him like success in his future field of
labor.
8. J. E.
ures have been devised, and undertaken,

also gives
and would

has

that the society iy

Bellevernon, Pu., have reconsidered their

this church, with excellent prospects of the work is going on, There are also marks,
growth, and Christian permanéncy in due ‘of material prosperity. A new organ is about
to be put into the choir, andit is
time.
the praises of God maybe sung out of full and

from its burdensome debt within

Fullonton

Y.

generously responded,in a collection of They have been hard at work paying up their
$185.60, besides several pledges of $100 debt and wish to thank those in various parts

prosperous, under the labors of its new
pastor, with reasonable hope of relief

Please permit me to make a plain
statement of facts in regard to the young
men who are preparing for the ministry
in New Hampton Institution. There are
now connected with
this school ten
young men who have the ministry in
view. The regulations of the Education
Society are such that last term only one
person received aid from the beneficiary
fund, and he received only $3.25. Probably no more will be obtained from the
Ed. Society the present term.
These
young men are without means, a long
course of study is before thém, and they
have nothing to depend upon but their
own efforts. Tae Institution furnishes
free rooms for all such persons who wish

ment, at this time, more

H.

been preaching in Pownal for some months.
The work of the Lord ‘has prospered in his
at the fancy goods
hands. Some fifty have professed precious
faith in our divine Lord and the good work is
ever do generously for the people of their4 still progressing. Bro. Prescott is an ardent
worker and a faithful minister.
fehoice.
A. 8. R.

Aid to Theological Students.

ury worse than empty.

‘ J.

favor-

The pastor of the Roger Williams
church gave us a very cordial welcome to

Denominational Fetos,

likewise.

» BOSTON AND WASHINGTON WITHOUT
CHANGE. The great number of persons

We

yet, only a part of our churches, and shall

June, 1876, a full history of the temperance with their able and highly esteemed pasmovement for the last century, together with tors, work harmoniously and vigorously
histories of national societies and organiza- for Christ at home, with a most comtions.
Mikcellaneous topics, including educa- mendable interest in the welfare of all
tional and scientific, social and economical, legour people.
35
islative and political, religious, etc., and their

impeached of high crimes and misdemeanors Friday, His downfall agitates
the whole country. An incidental feature

ore

sions in this State.

The work of the Lord has bee

revived and numbers converted. Wehave had
the assistance of Rev. W. H. Yeoman, of

Rockland, and Bro. A. J, Eastman, of Lewis.
ton, and their labors
as | blessed, The interest have been abundantly
still continues,

dollar in gold in England,
Tae Committee on the International TemperProvidence has already become
the
ance Conference have arranged to have presentcenter
and
stronghold
of
our
denominaedto the Temperance Congress, which i$ to
assemble in Philadelphia the second week in b tion in its church power. These brethren

may“ be

of the -charges that Mr. Marsh was so
soundly scolded for making recently, as
to thie conduct of frontier affairs.

good results.

route will be by this Road via Putnum and

SECRETARY BELKNAP. IMPEACHED.
The late Secretary of War was formally

of it is the proof that it furnishes of some

Home Mission in Rhode Island,

The |"

That paper shows -and the indifference of the church seems

Swing is the editor.

that if “external order” is of such importance as relates to who shall be in-

body else,

from Boston to Philadelphia,

of the

Christian

students

are

working

with earnestness and success among their follow
students. We feel that many far away have

been praying for us and will continue so to do.
‘We have preaching every night.

At Berryville, eighteen miles south of us, two
of our students are witnessing a great turning

to the Lord.

Bro. J.D. Veney is pastor.

We have recently licensed four brethren to

Ses

ae

| SONGS FOR. LITTLE FOLKS.
-NOW READY!
In response to re
Songs especially pont

In the merry night!
But the sewing silk EUREKA,

for a B k of
for=i little ones, we

have been

Bro.

Although

good.

Cross

much

feels very

18—20, with
the. Philadelphia church.
were present from all
the churches,

Dal
e reports
of, the interest in God’s work
were a.
Friday night the attendance
was very good. The opening sermon was
preached by the clerk, from Acts 14: 9. At the
conference, Saturday, Bro. Hoyt, of Dowville
church, was examined
and licensed. It was

reduced in strength on account of the exhaust- also thought best that the andune Q. M. should be
} connection with the Lawrence Y.M.,
ing labors the past few months, yet he feels, held in
Thursday night instead of Friday
should he be required soon to ‘‘ lay the armor
This

toil.

by,” he has been amply paid for all

is an important interest; and he earnestly asks
the prayers of God's people in its behalf.
GRAND

LEDGE,

MicH.— The

F.

Baptist

church of Grand Ledge have for several months

been enjoying a precious revival. For nearly
four weeks our venerable brother, Rev. F. W.
Straight, has been assisting the pastor, Bro. W.
M. Jenkins, in a series of meetings, which has
resulted in the conversion of a large number,

nig a
s the usual custom. The
Quarter]
Op renin meeting was pervaded by the spirit
of God. a
reaching by Bro. J. B. Collins, Sunda;
t, there was a season of conference, a
great was the interest and zeal
manifest that A
thought the effort should be

protracted, but it seemed

impracticable.

Next session of the Q. M. will be with the
Lowville church. Missionary collection, $17.98.

F. H. NIBECKER, "Clerk.

pressed by the weight of nearly threescore
years and ten, Bro. Straight still preaches the

truth with undiminished zeal and power.
Com.
REV. L. A. CRANDALL, pastor of the Mount
Pleasant (Wis.) chareh, has lately held a series
of meetings at an outside appointment near

‘Western Union Junction and with encouraging
results, Several conversions have taken place.
Rev. J. H. DECKER writes of having baptized eleven more cofivérts at’ Central City, Iowa,
and of receiving three new members to the
Pleasant Valley church recently.
From Irving, Kansas, Rev. H, W.
writes that he has, with Bro. Joseph

Morse
Bates,

held meetings at a place five miles from Irving
for

about

three

weeks, and

as a result

some

thirty have been converted. A church, consisting of eighteen members, has been organized.
It is called Prairie Ridge church. Bro, Bates
is to act as pastor.
REV. J. 8.

MANNING

has

held

meetings

lately with the Leslie church, Mich., with good

results, and has accepted the pastorate

of the

church.

terest good.

CHRISTIAN, one of our pioneer

ministers of the West, and for a long time in
the Prairie City Q. M., Tl, writes to refer at
some length to the sad affliction experienced by

land mission, were of an encouraging character.

Resolutions were discussed in conference relative to the upbuilding in the most holy faith of
the religious interest in the Q. M., and were
unanimously passed. This session of the Q. M.
was quite interesting both in its business and
religious meetings.
ext session is to be held

ehurch,

with the Royalton

G. H. DAMON.

its Feb. session with

the Leslie church, Feb. 11—13.
Owing to the
very bad roads the ‘attendance was comparative-

ly small, yet, be it said to their credit, the most
of the churches reported by letter. Several
spoke of having revivals.
e were favored
with the presence and labors or Rev. A. H,
Jackson.

Hillsdale,

and

Rev. J. B. Drew, of

Bro. Chase presented the home mis-

sion interest, and Fier), during

the session, in

notes and cash, $417.68
The next session of this Q. M. will be held
with the Lansing chureh May 12-14,

@uarterly Meetings.

P. CHRISTIAN,

HouvrToN Q. M/—Held its January
session
with the 2d church in Hodgdon.
very interesting season was enjoyed. ‘We were favored with the presence.of Rev. Alvah Strout,
who preached with great clearness and power.
He remained several days after the session
effort, which resulted in
about a rod additions
to the church,
Next session with the ¢hurch in Houlton,
commencing March 17.
Wu. T. KINNEY, Clerk.
PARSONSEISLY Q. M. =o its Feb, session
at 8. Parsonsfield. A very interesting session
throughout. Several of the churches reported
some revival interest.
Any church wishing to Shtertain the next
session, please notify the cl
‘A.8. HILTON, Clerk.
EEL
churn in

PRAM~Hads the Feb. term with
verpool.

interest h

‘manifest with the most
ton a
churches.A
meeting
was enjoyed; business harmoni‘ous. A reso
was passed to the effect that

She Spportioument of the Y, M. ie) met by: the

Next session with the church in Royalton,
-1commencing Friday,
May 26, at. 2,2. M.
RA SLATER, Clerk.

Clerk.
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copies

of the Memoir of Rev. Geo. T. Day, of
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gilt. - The

book: has received very flatter-

ing commendations

from the press.
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knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
the name of James Pyle: None genuine without
it.
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If you want good ‘empioyment and large profits
send stamp to H, B. BENNETT & CO., 218 Federal street, Partlan:l, Me., for list of Bennett's
Colorefl Rug‘Pattern, and terms to agents. 13t4
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Arranged with accompaniment for the Piano
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to get it in this form. Ask for * Author’s Edition
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teachers.

pline of the School is mild but firm.

couragement to those students whose advantages
for school have been limited. Every branch of
useful and popular education is represented in the
school.
Board, Fuel, Light, for $3.50 per week.
Tuition, $3.50 to $7.50 per term.
For Catalogue, &c., address
:
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Every department kept up to the highest

standard, under firstsclass

Letters Received.

Shnepachei ch,

LANSING Q. M.—Held

girls.

Card.

ley —L Howard—R

March 14th, 1876,

A Good School 1-4A Good Home!
For young ladies and gentlemen, for boys and

FIRST FREE BAPTIST SnyncH {open Somiuion)
cond
29th St., near 9th Ave,,N.
tor.
Friends outing to to 3 Ee will find a ently welcome here

Soh

Q. M.—Held its last term with
|theCLEVELAND
Liverpool church, Feh. 4—6. The epistles
from the churches, especially from the Cleve-

WestbrookSeminary.
Spring Term begins Tuesday,
Sohtinues fourteen weeks.weel

ag wie the WaVAN BUREN bs 3+
M. Eich; ht be held
Yerly SurhL
Cc!
oh “is sppolated
evening. March 17.
Clark is appointed to preach the opening
disvourse,
O. H. P. SHELDON,

labors of EldenP ly

V. M. JENKINS, Clerk.
himself and aged companion during the past
winter, and referred to in a resolution recently
adopted by the above-named Q. M. During a
PRAIRIE CITY Q. M.—Held its last session
period of about three months, a daughter, with
the Prairie City church, Feb. 4,5. All
granddaughter, and only son, the latter grown except one of the churches were represented.
to manhood, all died of typhoid fever. The | The business of the conference was ransacted
One new ehureh, the Colchesgranddaughter, eight years of age, went first, with dispatch.
ter, was received into the Q. M.
Dierorin October, and was followed iii about three dof, of the Ovtiguwood Grove chyrel, received
weeks by the mother. The brother and son rereach for one
year,
v8
xas
ferred to died some six weeks later, and in the ioe Christian, Turner, Dadie
favored
us
with
their
preachi
The
meantime a grandson was brought very low is
meetings Wore excellent.
|
The fo! Towing
with the same disease, but recovered. Since resolution was
rif passed
that time two other grandchildren have been ill
Resolved,~That this conference tender its
Sympathy
to
our beloved brother, Rev, P.
at the house of this aged couple. We commend
ristian, in the loss by death of three of his
them to the sympathy of their brethren,
family during the past winter.
Next session with the Cottonwood Grove
church, commencing on Kriday before the
fourth Sunday in May next.

closed, and assisted the pastor in.a protracted

Q, M. will be held

church, commencing March
Ve 5. SWEETLAND,

been added to the different churches sighiy.
eight members, the Majority by ba Hem,

Chase, of

REV. PETER
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new maps
ol
» World and ao
vA
Combination. Apply at a
nial C L. GUERNSEY, PuB., Concord, N. H.,
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Let those interested, note the mistake in
Register
about the sessions of the OAKLAND so
ich.) It
0 f Friday
takes place the 2d Friday
in April,
before the 2d Sunday.
e next session will therefore
ble with the Ci
ce church, at Wixom, April
14-16,
EM. COREY, Clerk.

fae]

were favored with the

Br

17.
OM.

AROOSTOOKQ. M. will hold its spring session
at the
union meeting-house, in Ft, Fair old. 2and will com=mence Friday, March 24, at 2, Fale
hope the churches of the Q. M. which have been Eo upon to aid our
F. M, cause wlll send, by their delegates,
the amount
they have been called’ upon to pay. Let the churches
how that they have an futerest in the blessed cause of
Foreign Mission, by sending a liberal sum,
N. GAMMON, Clerk.

During the past quarter there has

Cor. Mes. from the JacksonQ. M. Resolutions
were adopted, urging the churches to raise
their assessments for missions by the next session of the Q.
Next session with the P: eville church, beCNEAL, Clerk.
ginning May 5.
W. H.

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.
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ELLSWORTH Q. M. will be held with the West Ells-

worth church, at the Dollard schoolhouse, March

N. Y.
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ATHENS Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Pageville church, commencing
Feb. 4—6

g Although| The-ehurehes
of many more.
were well:
the awakenin

__and

manifest Niane ‘Curative properties.
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The amd, of which this

Sabbath Schools
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic,
Literary Miscellany,
Literary
Reviews,
*
News
Summary, &c., &c.
It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and
is taken by many of other religious oN, because of its real worth.
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or, if paid strictly én
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ber of backsliders reclaimed, and the church
greatly revived. At the close of the protracted
effort, the Feb, session of the Boone Co. Q. M.
was held with this church, resulting in great

Jeb.

and an
ons of bvout rt
det of
ily hii and gives several oases A Sura.

120

S202 ssappnb wry Poy ou ma pio ayy of ‘ura ur
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and old, were brought to Christ, a num-

ary. 8 pasioularty
Yoluabl | n far
cularly valn

For Bronchial, Asthmatic and
ry Complaints, “BROWNS BRONCHIAL TROCHES"

FEBS
== gusts

but

Se
oF the hi
nth
hold with
rain Q. M., O, has recently received four memApril 7—9,
bers to its fellow ship; two were baptized Feb. the Indian Creek church,
B.F.
A
Clerk.
day and
20th, inst., Sunday, it was a beautiful
that
fact
the
from
so
more
the scene was made
. M.—Held its Feb, session with
these young men—both married and about 27 theBooxN Co.Vv Q2
church. Rev. A. H. Huling,
ex.
particular
any
without
have,
age,
of
years
of C
y Was Tith us, and preached on the
to
hearts
their
Sab
“to an attentive congregation. His
citement, voluntarily given
Christ, and now, in the strength of their man. labors were well received andaappreciated.
Rev,
L.
E.
Bixby, from the Fox River Q. M.,
hood, follow their Saviour in this Christian or- was also
with us, Chose Rev. L. E.
oorto
ement
encourag
of
source
a
is
This
dinance.
responding
messenger to the Fox River Q. M.
PY
|
blessing,
divine
the
with
the church, and
The Cherry Valley church reported quite a rethey hope to be a blessing to the community in vival interest under the To of Elders J. C.
Gifford and L. E. Cross. Backsliders reclaimwhich-they live and worship.
and some ten or twelve hopefully converted.
G, H. DAMON.
old session with the Leona church.
P.8. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.
CHERRY VALLEY, ILL. Bro. H. E. Cross
reports from this place the results of efforts that
CHAUTAUQUA Q. M.—Held its Feb, session
he has been making in the church there since
At that time the church had with the Cherry Creek church, A good attendlast August.
ance
of
delegates
was present, an a oud
maintained no prayer meetings for years, He spirit in the meetings
was manifest. Rev. Geo,
nnocker was with us from the West Concord
ut once organized one, with a Sabbath school
,and Rev. Silas
teachers’ meeting one hour preceding. At first church, also Rev. J. L. H
from Lamar Co., ows. A collection
the gatherings were small and things looked Stevens
as
taken
for
Purpose
,
amounting to
discouraging, but the numbers steadily in- bin or eigh
nt dollabe.
ro. Donnocker remaincreased, and the brethren saw a growing inter- ed with the church in a protracted meeting. A
est and anxiety on the part of the church to see good interest prevails. .
W. U. EDWARDS, Clerk.
the salvation of God. From this they continued
_ some weeks, Bro. J. C. Gifford assisting a part
JEFFERSON Q. M.—Held its last session,
of the time. , Ten precious souls,consisting of
young
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preach, They greatly need books. Again w
appeal to our friends for copies of Rev. J, J.
Butler's Commentaries and Theology. If you
have not the books, money will‘purchase them.
The two volumes of the Commentary on the
New Testarhient can be had for one dollar each.
Shall these hungry ones for the truth go unfed
when so small a sum will furnish ‘them with
A. H. MORRELL.
tliose volumes?
Harper's Ferry, Feb. 25.
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in a registered letter.
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ment as the rule.
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ORGANS
1 have on hand four Organs, which I will sell
very low for cash. Ome is an “ ESTEY ORGAN.”
No. 19, and the other * WOOD’S ORGAN,” No.9.
Both are good and new, and either of them will
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The Star goes to press Monday noon, and communications for Taiertion ought to be here on Friday previous.
ach subscriber is particularly requested to
note the date on the label for the expiration of
his subscription, and to forward what is due for
the ensuing year, without further reminder from
this office.
Liberal discount is made to those who pay in

ed on heavy tinted paper, and is well adapted to
meet the long-felt wants of Christians, and will
be found very useful for
general distribution,
Another card, “To the Thoughtless,”(a companion
to the one above) is also ready. Sent}o any address, posta; pid, for $1.25 per thousand. Address all orders to
3mé
W. &, HAGAR, Dover, N.. H.
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Cluhs of ssxor more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW
SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each,
strictly in advance, there being no arrearage on
the part of old subscribers.
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW

ONE, can have the

two

copies

of the

paper

at $4.50, strictly in advance.
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the
Establishment, in obtainmg subscribers, collect.
ing arrearages, remitting money, &e.; and when
they do this they are entitled to ten per cent. of
the money they receive for the Star, except on
money sent for clubs; then itis proper that the
substiibers should pay the commission, if any is
sire

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
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person who takes a newspaper rept
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is prima facie evi fence of intentional fraud.
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Poetry.

Dea. Pharis believed something about
the Trinity and something ‘about election
money is god, Wasn't it so? Sol Plan- and the falling from grace of the saints.
saw’ thought it. was, as be ‘looked it the “Those who a‘tended the Sunday evening
imposing structure, every gable cornice prayer meeting—that is, those who at-

er, brought to him the last, ¢* nothing but

carpenters ;” his poverty,in a world where

“ AD AMI00S."
1820-1876.

k

ot Sr Se

and bracket of which bad slept with

tus

Tke muse of boyhood’s fervid hour
Grows tame as skies get chill und hazy;
‘Where once she sought a passion-flower,
She only hopesto find a daisy.
;
‘Well, who the changing world bewails?

‘Who asks to have it stay unaltered?
Shall grown-up kittens chase their tails?
Shall colts be never shod or haltered?

money breathed

The ceiling with its thunder-volleys?

serve

for

Plutarch’s

:

Or hermits of the dismal ages?

with

to

stamp

morning’s blush

in his band regained his lounging chair,
to turn, with thoughtful brow, the leaves

With whom we once were well acquainted?

If we are they, we’re not the same;

that she had turned, and to read, with
filial devotion, the words of the Heavenly
rather which the earthly mother had

If they are we, why then they’re masking ;
Do tell us, neighbor What’s-your-name,
Who are you *—What’s the use of asking?
You once were George, or Bill, or Ben;

vourself—there’s

you,

folded in by curving lines—words more
precious than the common text to her because they found more sure echo in her

that

other,
I know you now—I knew you then—
You used to be your younger brother!

own soul, were more ber own—just as by
her enfolding arms she had always held
Algernon Pharis apart as something es-

You both are all our own to-day—
But ab! I hear a warning whisper;
You roseate hour that flits away
Repeats the Roman’s sad paulisper.

pecially sacred from the rest of Vinton’s
little children, because, though they were
all God's, be "was her own—Gbd’s thought

Come back! come back! we've need of you

for her, echoed through her own life from

To pay you for your word of warning;

the life in which her own was merged.

‘We'll bathe your wings in brighter dew
Than ever wet the lids of morning!

The heavy

boots of Sol

broad nail-dented tracks

Behold this cup; this mystic wine

Plansaw

in

left

the muddy

road that led to the hollow beyond:Viaton

No alien’s lip has ever tasted ;

The blood of friendship’s clinging vine,

woods as he went to the little brown cot-

Still flowing, flowing, yet unwasted ;

tage, whose walls were- darker ‘with the
breath of cursing’ before he kuew ‘the

Old Time forgot his running sand

;

And laid his hour-glass down to fill it,
And Death himself with gentle hand

world than all the time or rude weather.
that Vinton
make them.

Has touched the chalice, not to spill it.
Each bubble rounding at the brim

ing of the pine trees,only with the heavy,
muffled tread of his own mud-laden
feet.

With song of ‘birds aiid blossoms tender;
Once more the torch of passion burns,
Hope swings her anchor like a toy,
Love laughs and shows the silver arrow
We knew so well as man and boy,—
The shaft that stings through bone and marTOW ;
Again our kindling pulses beat,
With tangled curls oyr fingers dally,
And bygone beauties smile as sweet

to go up.
laugh-

ter,
But not the loving eyes we met,

‘Whose light shall gild the dim hereafter.
How every heart to each grows warm!
Is one in sunshine’s ray? We share it.
Is one in sorrow’s blinding storm?
A look, a word, shall help him bear it.

down.

Then here’s to him—ah! which is he f—
Who lives tiil all the rest are sleeping;
A life with tranquil comfort blest,
The young man’s health, the rich

He didn’t choose

whether to

I'didn’t see any other way.

Easy

any other way, but what's the use for a

:
man’s

man that’s been going the road I've traveled for forty years to turn round and try
to climb up? The soil behind me's too
loose and crumbling. It won't hold.

;
twenty.

~— Atlantic.

““There’s a difference that men can’t get
over; that's all. Maybe
swung fair and square, but I
so. Money and college and
him. He couldn’t have got
without a struggle as great

Family Circle.
HIGHTS AND HOLLOWS OF VINTON.
BY ADDIE

and

enough to go up when you never've gone

All earth ean give that earth has best,

and

things

go up or down. His feet were planted
on the eaith with his face turned toward
the mountains. If ever he had tried the
other way, wouldn't there have been a
host of such prayers as they say God
hears all pushing him round again? He
had to go up. He'd have bad to kick
against the pricks harder ’n ever any ox
did to have gone any other way. And I
had to go the way my father
was going—

O blessed hour! we may forget

“ The boys” we were,
the boys” we’ll be
As long as three, as two, are creeping;

different

we - can’t
help ourselves. ‘Algernon
Pharis could no more help being the man
he is than I could help being what everybody expected of Sol 'Plansaw. Easy
enough for him to say the way ’s free toall—that the man that goes down hill
goes of his own accord, and the man that
goes up goes because it’s his own choice

As fresh-blown lilies of the valley.
Its wreaths, its rhymes, its songs, its

:

‘“ We're born to

And youth is here in all its splendor!

And heaven at forescore years

could
chord

the notes of the whippoorwill or the sigh-

—

In ali its freshness spring returns,

plenty,

ever passed through
His thoughts didnot.

with the chiming of the marsh-frogs,
with

Is rainbowed with its magic story ;
The shining days with age grown dim
Are dressed again in robes of glory;

have had to make to have

L. WYMAN,

the
world’s
don’t see it
prayers for
rid of ’em
as I should

got

’em,

even

if I'd ever thought of such a thing.”
God knows there is a difference, and
God knows why; but what did Sol Plan-

CHAPTER 1.

Solomon Plansaw, or Sol Plansaw as
he was usually denominated, was

master

saw know of God? or what does any one

builder

in

know of the pitiful father who uses the
hallowed name of the Most High as a
wayside stone to hurl at every dog that

of

Vinton,

and

famed

the

region round about not more for his ability in making rules
than in breaking

for youthful builders
those established by

the one who laid in Sion a tried

barks, at every bird that sings,

stone—

offense to
by.
While

them

that

would

pass

hands

were

shaping

grace and beauty the earthly

houses

every

Sol Plansaw had been out of the peaceful fold all the dreary time since he used

it

to smile in his cradle at the loving little

:

his

at

flower that blooms?

a precious corner stone to them that build
upon it, a stumbling stone and a rock of

messages that his Father's angels eame to

into

whisper—messages of cheer and comfort
of and encouragement telling him not to

men for whom there was no sunny corper
in his heart—only the ghostly, lamp-light

grow disheartened at the strangeness of
the land to which'he ‘bad come, that it
of business policy—his oaths were beatwas all a mystery even to those who had
ing cruel blows on the heavenly house
learned most about it, that life was a
which his Elder Brother had prepared for
mystery and that death was a’ mystery,
his own soul. And the things which ‘are
seen are temporal and the things which and that God would be sure to remember
where he had put him, and that when the
are not seen are eternal.
hg
grand people, in the large house ‘by the
The august owner himself could hardly
feel a prouder triumph as he surveyed the common, pray that God would bless and

elegant structure which his father’s be-

and peace

for

the

baby.

And his great rude brother Tom slammed

some low ballad, and then in a_rough
rush aftr behing
mastift
thatlefipéd ex‘citedly
about’
Be
masteh,..
overstairs, his broad, white brow and his dark

tle brown cottige with its low doorway
~ and narrow ‘windows and its creaking

turned the cradle and ‘changed into a
frightened ery the smile that gleamed on

cursing lips, his ignorance, his trade and

the little one’s face as the angels whispered that Christ would pray the Father for

his poverty. His ignorance, in a world

where knowledge is power ; his'trade, in

Jones had three votes more

than

Part of it grows up

because

nor root can help itself,

It's nature aad

position.
:
Shall we account for the existence of
Sol Plansaw’s heir on the ground of his
father's selfish? thoughtlessness ‘Was it

not enough that his own dead Iather’s bequest had hung like iron weights about
him, that

he

should

shelter

and feed

another for the same woful inheritance?

to every man

she passed,

cerely (as some surely do) for them

her

#

wl

¥

es, Same author and publishers, ($1.26).
There »re a great mapy pictures that one,

having looked upon once, never cares to see
the second time; ‘There are here snd there a
few that, once seen are continually woeing
you buck to look again, and although it be the

same picture it seems as fresh and charming

us though this were your first view of it. Or,
ifitbe not that, you at least know from previous fuspection ‘the attractive points about it,
So there are books that, once read, you can
not be induced to re-read. But it is not so

FAQTS.
——

| with Him thorne’s. His are like the pictures”
that keep drawing one to’ look again. The subtile, delicate charm that pervades them is not

BY E. A. 8,

The

City of Benares.

extracted at. the

Benares is ove of the most ancient, as
well as most famous, of the cities of In-

this way there are landing places with
handsome flights of stone steps, and one
catches a glimpse of tall minarets to the
numerous mosques, as one goes up the
river in a boat.
The streets are very narrow, only a few
feet wide, and the houses very high indeed; so high that .one can only see a
small strip of the sky as one wa'ks along

sunshine that fell in benediction from fhe

lege, the pride of India. Many hundred
had
bands of Him who ministers unto the years ago when our forefathers
ne schools, no papers, no books,
and
world.
:
To Ye Continued.
were savages, away off in India in the
city of Benares they hud men of learning
THE TRUE CINDERELLA.
whose fame ‘is yet brilliant. Men who
There are fei thoughts that are new in studied language and letters and philosothe world, as Solomon discovered thous «phy, and were highly cultivated in the
sands of years ago,and said that ** there is graces of culture. And the very language,
nothing new under the sun.” Many of the

the Sanscrit, which they studied,
the classic

best stories in our story books are only
the reproduction of some very ancient bit
of history or myth; and some of our read-

language of India,is now being studied in
Europe and our own country, and is said
to be a finer language than either Greek or
Latin. All the learning of the Bromins
centered there.
A great many ‘Hindus make Pilgrim-

ers may be surprisedto learn that the finest of all English nursery tales,

‘‘Cinder-

ella,” was once the delight of the children

of Egypt in the palmy

days of the Pha

raohs.
We will tell you how it happened; and
we think that you will say that the old

story is quite as clever as the new,

and

much more probable ; for in the true Cinderella history there are no fairy godmothers, no mice and no pumpkins. A
wise old eagle takes all the management
of the slipper, and we can in fancy see
him carrying it over the silver sands and
dark pyramids of Egypt, without greatly
taxing our belief.
| Rodolphe—a pretty name,tb begin with
—was the fairest lady in all. Egypt. She
had a dainty foot, and wore jeweled slippers, and all the people gazed upon her

with delight when she walked, as though
she were a goddess or a fairy.
She went out to bathe one

day

among

the white lilies of the Nile. While she
and her maids were sporting in the water,
a great shadow passed over them, and
they saw an eagle alight on the bank
where their clothes had been left. Presently it arose with something in its talons,
and wheeling through the golden hazes,
became a speck in the clear sky.
When Rodolphe came up the bank, she
found that one of her jewelled shppers
had been carried away, and she said
ber maids, ‘‘ The eagle has taken it.”
. And the maids said,—

to

“Then it will bring you good luck.
The eagle is a bird of good omen.”
So Rodolphe hobbled home with a light
heart, one of her slipperless feet crushing
the lotus blossoms. Her maids; laughed
at her, but she said,—

“It is good luck, for an eagle has taken
it.»
Far away up ‘the Nile lay Memphis,

with her bright-winged temples and palaces; a city seventeen milef iu circuit, the

first reading.

Sketeh-hook, or Charles
Elia, or’ Addisou’s

Like

Lamb's

Irving's

Essays of

Spectator, they

repay you

at each reading with a restful, genuine pleas-

ure. This is quite as true of his foveign note-

books as of any others. The three volumes before us are especially attractive. His English
consulate was put to such service that not only
shipwrecked mariners, and perplexed travel
ers,and unprotected females got the benefits of
it, but the field of literature was enriched by
it, and fi* products are a lasting legacy. He
looked upon men and customs with a critical
eye, and measured them by the high standards

of truth and liberty which bad been constantly

before hin in his own Republic. Thus he was
often. severe, and has been more than once

but many come from all parts of India.
The Christian missionary has found his
way to that city, and numerous missions
with their schools are now doing a good
work.
The population is probably about 500,000, nine-temths of whom. are Hindus,
and the remainder Mohammedans.

temples

and

of Iris,

the throne

was now filled with a Pharaoh who had
overthrown eleven other Egyptian kings.
His name was Psammeticus.
His son,
the Pharaoh Nechor, slew Josiah, king
of Judah, B: C. 610.
(See 2 Kings 28.)

He was sitting in a cool portico

of his

palace toward evening. - The crimson stn
was blazing low on the hot sands of the

when a

great shadow. passed abova'him. © 1

He looked up, and beheld with delight
and awe an eagle descending, and wheel"

ing above his head, with sometking sparkling in his talons, He lookedupon the bird
as a messenger from the sun, =~ * «7 ¥

¥*

He lifted his arms for joy. Just then
the eagle began;to ascend, dropping the
glittering treasure from his talons into
his bosom.

only that the world was hates:

senger of the gods
to point

weeks, we

shall be pleased

to mention

them :

Impact, impale, impanel, impel, imlant, nab, nap, nation, neat, nebo, net,
ile, nip, noble,. notable, notice, cab,
calm, came, camel, cameo, camlet, camp,
can, cane, canto, cap, cape, capital, capitol, capon, cat, catnip, ceil, Celt, cent,
cento, cion, cite, clam, clan, clap, clean,
cleat, climb, clime, clip, coalpit, coat,cob,
cobalt, coil, coin, comb, combat, combine, come, compact, compel, compile,
complain, complaint, compliant,cope, cot,
cote, oat, obit, oblate, obtain, oil, oint,
omit, on, once, one, opal, opaline, open,

Li

|

a

ty thau 1 possess to keep

always

in perfectly

humor with them.
Jotting down the lite acrimonies of the moment in my journal,
and transterring them thence (when they happened to be tolerably well expressed) to these
pages, it 18 very pOssible that I muy have said

things which a profound observer of national
character would hesitate to sanction, though
never any, I verily believe, that had not more

or less of truth,

If they be true, there is no

reason in the world

said.

Not an

spared America

why ‘they

Englishman

should not be

of

them

for courtesy’s

all

ever

sake or kind-

bilities by our own, which, likewise,
pre of a far less sensitive texiure than

I trust,
former-

y.

In that

truthful,

intelligent,

independent

Five chapters of Bret Harte’s

Gabrie)

Edward Everett Hale’s story, “ Philip Nolan's
Friends,” The usual departments are ably
sustained. New York: Scribner & Co.’

Lippincott’s continues the seriesof papers
on The Ceotury—its Fruity and Festiva)»
and treats of *! Pust Expositions,” showing the
origin and growth of Exhibitions in the past,
The article in question embraces a number of
engravings of Exhibition Bufidings, including
those of Paris and Vienna, * Sketches of [y.
din,” handsomely

illustrated, are contingeq

with increasing interest. Rebecca Harding
Davis contributes a striking deseription of opp

* Life Saying Stations,” in which she vividly

pictures the dangers of our coasts, and the
service perme by the men employedby

the Govern
suve life and property from
wrecks. “The Entaw Flag,” by Robert Wil-

son, is a highly Interesting story of the Revo.
lution, which takes its title from that old relic
of our war for Independence, the flag borne by

Col. Wm.

Washingion’s eorps, and now pre.

served by the Wushington Light Infantryof
Charleston, There are other
eristic
features in the present number,
which
is its always noticeably

cal appearance,
cotl & Co,

The

Catholic

excellent

typographi.

Philadelphia: J. B.

Lippin.

World has an unusual array

of articles, both good, interesting,
and bad, from
a Protestant standpoint, and varying in all
three of those qualities. The *“ Bequel of the
Gladstone Controversy” is a second install.
ment of the papers on that subject. A compar.
ison of the education, ‘wealth, and morality of
Catholic and Protestant countries shows some
strange

and

unexpected

contrasts.

* The.

Friends of Education” is an attempted
of the Catholic Church against the
charge that she is the foe of education.
sia and the Church” brings the history
long religious

struggle

in

the

defense
popular
“Prus.
of the

Prussian king.

dom up to the latest outcome of it. * Anti.
Catholic Movements in the United States” is
atimely and well written article, giving the ~
history in brief of the various outbursts of ane
ti-Catholic fanatacism in this country. New
York : Catholic Pub. House.

The Sanitarian devotes itself to a consider.

ation of health topics, both for man and beast.
A paper in the March number on the effects on
the feet of horses and other animals of salting

snow in the

streets of our cities

shows that both intelligence

to remove it,

and

observation

have presided over the preparati®n of it. Reportsof city sphysicians, remarks on ventils-

tion, on adulteration of various kinds of food,
abuses of life-insurance, and bibliographical
and miscellaneous items, make up for this
mouth, 9s for nesrly

every issue of

give, a valuable table of contents,
MeDivitt, Campbell & Co.

the maga-

New York:

spirit the whole volume is written, and will be

revela-

Wide Awake

tions of national character.
It differs from the
‘ Notebook” maiuly in its form of presentas
tion, that being iu the nature of a diary, in

of the cover the

found fuil of wise opinions

and sharp

We

say

wow

indicates on

month for which

the outside
it is Issued,

that first, because ‘we have

always

himself,” while

with

ery way.

(Miss

such

subjects

Bacon,

the

who proposed
“ Pilgrimage to
rich collection.
chamber of an

as “ Consular

of

a

Experien-

Gifted Woman”

Shakespearean

enthusiast,

to search the poet's grave),
old Boston,” where he finds a
of antiquarian relies in the
old bookstore,* Some of the

Haunts of Burns,” a charming sketch, ** Out~
side Glimpses of English Poverty,” etc. The
three volumes are throughout characteristic of

the author, and as there is now

of his genius, now more clearly recognized
than ever before, to make the most of it.

- In this connection,
The ‘ vest pocket” vol
ume on HAWTHORNE,by James T. Fields,
just issued as it appeared in ‘“’Yesterdays with
Authors,” will be doubly interesting, To the

“ Vest pocket edition’ there is also added the

plea, plot,

poet, poetic,

poetical,

point,

police, politic,
potable, abet, ace, act, action, aconite, ailment, aloetic, alone, alp,
alpine, am, ambit, ambition, amble, anile,
antic, ape, at, ate, atom, atonic, atone,

talon, tamp, tampion, tape,

teal,

team,

tipptoil,

tone,

tonic,

tole,

Tom,

italic,

item,

tome,

bacon,

bail,

bate,

balm, Baltic, ban, bat, baton, beacon, bet;

bice, bin, benate, binocle, binomial, balm,
blain, blame, bleat, bolt, bone, lace, latin,
lain, lamp, lance, lancet, lap, lapel, late,

lea, deal, Jap, lection, lemou, lent, lentil,
let, libation,

lice, lime, limit, linen,

limpet, line, lip, loam,

‘loan,

loin,

limp,

lone,

lot, lote, eat, ebon, elation, élm, emit,
enact, encamp, aim, albeit, albino, alien,

alement, entail, entoil, ®ntomb,

entomic,

entonid, Eolian, epic.

?

MEecHANISIM OF MAN.
The following
is about the skin and the sweating tubes
which it contains:
The skin is composed

of three

layers,

0 and varfes from one-fourth to “one-eighth
of an inch in thickness,

; dts average

area

in an adult is estimated tobe 2,000
square
inches. The atmospherric pressure being about fourteen pounds to the square

inch. A person of medium size ja. supject,

ressu ; of 28,
Tto a pressure

pounds.

Each

square inch of skin contains 3,
Beat
ing tubes, or Drepitatory poser each ye
which maybe likened to a little drain. tile
#.one-fourth of an

inch

long,

making

forty

DEN, and Howells's
THE

OF

JESUS

Boston:
($1.25.)

CHRIST, THE

D.

Lothrop

REVOLUTION.

By

SON

As the compiler, Prof. Heman

D. D.

Lincoln,

New Testament is the best cure for unbelief,”
And whatever unbelief exists with reference
work

bravely, and “ How

the

Ojibbeways

is an instructive

paper

youngest

are well

readers

oun Indian

life.

Live”
The

provided for in its

pages, and all the departments are well
tained. Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.

suse

The little folks will have a merry time look,
ing over the March Nursery and picking out
its best stories. That will include the most of
them, for we can find nothing poor in it.
two lighthouse stories will make many an aX’
bitious boy and girl wish their father kept such
a house, where the charm and majesty of the
sea are never absent. We congratulate the
publisher on making so excellent a monthly

for the children,and the children on their good
fortune,~that is, if they are so fortunate as
to have it. Boston: John L. Shorey.
.

BOSTON RECEIPTS is the litle of a 12wo.

Joseph Bunvard,

credibility of the

* Young

Rick” and “ The Cooking Club” are getting on

pumphlet of 48 pages just published by A. Wil
liams & Co., Boston, and containing over 200
common-sense receipts, for economical and
healthful cooking, tested’ by a housekeeper of
twenty years’ experience. It has blank pages
interleaved for additional receipts. Those in
‘New England and those outside, who wish to
know exactly what real New England cooking
is, should own the book, which will be invaluuble to a good housekeeper. (50 cts.)

says in the preface, “ A careful study of the
to the

scene familiar to New Englanders.

OF

Same publishers. 16mo. pp. 203, ($1.25).
This Life of Christ is a ¢ompilation of those
portions of the four gospels that present bis
career and mission. They are arranged in
proper order, and show the harmony and consistency that exists among the different narratives. There is a good deal in favor of such a
book.

confinedto children, but

-& Co. 16mo.

SOLDIERS AND PATRIOTS OF THE AMERICAN

and

words

of

Christ ought to be essentially allayed-by a can~

did examination of this New Testament narrative. It ha¥ been often said that the best
life of Christ was the Bible, Here we Bave it,

The National Temperance Society have just
issued the able and interesting address of
President Hopkins, of Williams College, recently given at one of the series of parlor conferences at the house of Hon, Wm. E. Dodge,
New York, showing the relations of the social
drinkiog customs to the educational interests
‘of the nation. It is entitled * Temperance

and Education,” and it is sold for 10 cents,—

points of arrangement and combination, it dis
arms criticism, for it is almost in the very
words of him who spake as never min spake,
“Soldiers and Patriots” is one of the *‘ Plo=
neers of the New World” series, which this
enterprising firm is issuing. It is’ really a story of the leading eventsof the Revolution, its
battles, chief men, whether patriots or traitors,
and the results of the struggle. Itis presented
in an entertaining style, sufficiently varied to
interest numerous classes of readers, and often
stirring enough to make the blood tingle anew
in memory of some old deed in that heroic
time, It is especially appropriate at this time

"when the public thought is turned to the beginning of the national life. Tt 1s history aud
story combined, the whole being fresh and res
liable,
O00
*

;

ob
+4

Magazines, &o.

Temperance Leaflets,envelope size,
eight tracts of sixteen pages each,
T. 8. Arthur, entitled: ** A Child
Them,” * The Baby in the Brown
“ What Two Little Girls Did,’ *‘

containing
written by
shall Lead
Cottage,”
Their Re-

ward,” ¢ Phoebe Gray,” * The Pitcher of Cool

Water,” “ Birdie. ip)the Home
nie

Wilson’s

Anti-S8ociety.”

Nast,”
Ten

ecénty

Benper

package.
THE GARDEN, the excellent illustrated English magazine of gardening, continues to be
issued weekly, and each number is, hereafter
to contain a colored plate of some rare and
beautiful’ flower, ‘If each is as good as the
sample that lies on our table, tha collection

will be a choice one,

Covent Garden, Lou-

don, Eng.: Wm. Robinson//

The noticeable thing in Harper's 1s the sec-

ond installment of ¥¥ Daniel Deronda,” George
The colleges, some'of them,
areé being exhib- Eliot’s new novel, 1t develops fresh interest
ited in un interesting way in Scribner's, The +and power, and bids fair to equal her best..

current namber contains'an’ illustrafed paper

“The Principalitiesof the Danube” Is the ti-’

on Trinity College, Hartford, describing the
new buildings now jn course of erection. Dr.
Edward Kggleston publishes a populardeserips
tion of Froebels principles and methods in an.
article on the Child-Garden. The text is ace
companied by a portrait of" Froebel, numerous

tle of an illustrated article giving much information about, Seyvia, its inhabitants, their cus-

toms, &o.

4 Luerezia Borgia” is the subject of

an article! by ‘Prot!@y F\ Crane on that cele-

1B, 2, Whipple conbrated ‘péfaot, iid Mt,

ee!
his second, paper on American Liter:
Pid you never lose a ‘battle? yas the diagedms, etoi | “Truro Parist’! iso short pad tributes
ature, Tt is an unusually interesting number
‘rejoinder of the.coachman,
CA
er whith aa some amdsing ‘legends iti con- of & very excellent magazine: ‘New York:
"Frederick was instantaneofaly. piled: ection’ with ou thé ‘01d Pohick “Chiréh ana its’ arper & Brothers, ©" i "T°

, Want of sk

* )

without addition or detraction. Except in This Society has also issued packet No.2 of

an

miles

LiFe

A DAY'S PLEASURE.

GOD; as compiled from the four Gospel nar-

ratives,
pp. 882.

It is not

wins readers from all classes. The frontisplece representing a sugar camp pictures a

no doubt that

this is the only form of biography that we
shall ever get of him, it behooves the admirer

COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH, ENOCH AR-

able, pitman, place, plain, plaint, plan,
plant, plane, planet, plat, platen, plaiotue,

executionis artistic,

and its literary counteuts are wholesome in ev-

opiate, optic, optical, optician, ma, mace,

pace, pact, pale, palm, pan, pane, panel,
panic, pant, pat, peal,peat, pelican, penal,
pencil, pent, pile, pilot, pine, pintle, piti-

Its mechanical

this is a collection of longer sketches, dealing

mail, main, male, malice, maniac, mantel,
mautle, matin, meal, mean, melon, melt,
menace, mental, met, metal, mica, mice,
mien, mile, mince, mine, mob, Mobile,
moil,
mole,
molt,
mop,
mote,
pa,

L ed him what he could say in excuse of his

out to hei h

mosphere of England.
These people think so
loftily of themselves, and so contemptuously of
everybody else, that it requires more generosi-

Ela.

Conroy” are published; and two chapters of

ces,” * Recollections

Frederick the" Great, being ‘overturned
one day in his carriage, liberally vented
his anger on the coachman, and
then ask-

hor

in the moral at-

ell, of Hartford, has here a paper * Concerping Charles Lamb,” which gives the result of 5
pilgrimage among memorials and relics of

letters in the word incompatible, besides
those already published in this column, if
they will send them to us within two

he | Axbordnd $% Frbht huh |i.

r

serid quality

Another installment of ** Revolutionary Let.

ters” is given in this number, Rev. Mr, Twich.

ticular,

for draining the body almost
long.,, .

sepyice of the king. 1...

nism by some

cesses of the celebrated ornithologist, Wilson,

pen, and, as it were, instructs

aggregate length of the entire surface of
the body of 201,166 feet, or a tile ditch

f

ertheless, it is undeniable that an American is
continually thrown upon his national antago-

Dorsey

writes about the struggles and sue. -

words. If any of our readers have found
any words which can be made out of the

Here are the 272 additional

inmate,

sun,

which it is

ut to
. The ch
on
me, because, If Jt bo. true, I Dave
writ en
from a shallower
mood than
ed. I seldom came into personal relations with
an Englishman without
nning
to like him,
and po
A
favorab . Impression
ne
wax
‘strongerw
1e Progress o
uaintance,
I never stood in an
lish TONS St being conscious of hered
sympathies. Nev-

suc anecdotes of the famous writer.

Gardner

which he records passing events and observa.
tions, * questions, doubts and reflects with his

ANAGRAM.

Here were the

splendid

it not to feel, and

I

ter of Balzac, and tells a number of character.

thought it ought to be dome, and because it
first canght our eye on taking up the March
number. It is a choice magazine in every par

topic, iambec, inapt, incite, income, inlet,

Serapis, and of the

which T

ness; nor, in my opinion, would it contribute
ages to Benares, and there is no time
in the least to our mutual
advantage and comwhen priests donot abound in the streets, | fort if we were to besmear one another all
with butter and honey. At any rate, we
some of whom have their home in the city, over
must not judge of an Englishman's suscepti-

seat of the Pharaohs for nearly a thousand
years, at this time the capital of Egypt.

to the cry of torment, till the ‘man forgot!

+ + iw *

Co. 1876, ($1.25).

ment of them.

in Wide Awake.

ucts. Among the latter is that very “bad
;
golden brown hair that lay in waves of thing, qpium.
In this city is the Hindoo Sanscrit collight over his forehead was thé gathered

dling litle busybody
of a breeze, ‘that all that the angels bad whispered. to the: ' | Rodolphe
heard:
the’ great
never whispered anything sweet enough ‘babe; forgot that God was love, aid felt. heligyed idk ihe eagle was.in

ow.
thablush of wdb4hpaldpaleWist Muy. fl x
fo gauge po
t

Osgi

OUR OLD HOoMK: A Series of Eoglish Sketch-

manafacture,besides many European prod-

who

and turbulent always drowning the angel's

companfohs’of which a med-

EXGLISH NOTE-BOOKS

OF NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.
In two vols,
wo. PR. 891 and 869. Boston: James R.

and music, and strewing of flowers. All
Egypt was happy.— Hezekiah Butterworth, “and are ready ut once to enter into the enjoy-

are born in the shadow of death; and’ the

passed
her father's new house with a whispers, something graceless
and unhal-/
shrug of the velvet-coated shoulders and lowed always changing the smileof pegge. ‘be loaded with riches, and tak

words to

Hancing

FROM THE

Washington has incidentally immortalizeq,
Albert Rhodes sketches the career and charge.

But I think ‘God's fatherhood overshad- through them.
charged with wielding a too sharp pen. To
Yet the people do lots of trading. There this he replies as follows in the preface to
owed his when Basil Plansaw was born,
He was the child of the purest drop”of one deals in dinmonds and they sell a “ Our Old Home” :
To ret
to these poor Sketches; sume of
blood in the father’s veins, baptized, I be- great wany shawls and large amounts of
friends
have told me that they evince an aslieve, by the tears of those who pray sin- silks and muslins whieh they themselves my
perity of sentiment towards
the English

her basketof sweet arbutus flowers, who | Such ahard rough thing as life had
had laughingly declared that she would ‘been to him inte then—~Something coarse
give
a spray

were

PASSAGES

OF

dia. For about four miles it stretches along
the left bank of the river Gagnes, All

it must grow up, and part grows down because it must grow down, Neitbertrank

little Sol Plansaw.

a world where pretty Jennie Pharis, with

‘consummated—there

Smith.

arose, walked into an opep court,

for

of beauty.

around him, if,in the chGice of moderator,

tage in the hollow thought of asking

cot-

the door as he came. in, and danced an
Irish jig, and shouted an Irish chorus of

clustering curls, his strong frame and his

most concerned was that of the selecimen

and town surveyor. Oaths fell from "bis
lips like serpents, till the air was black

save little Algernon Pharis, Christ would

grace, mercy

And his father had left him this: his lit-

was

desert, but cool winds tripped with light
feet along the dimpling waves of the Nile,
and fanned the king as they passed. He

remember that no one in the brown

queathed gold had enabled. him to plant
on Vinton hights than did Sol Plansaw
whose own little cot reared its weatherdarkened sides in the hollow beyond Vinton woods.

wis

like a tree.

ed his room and with his mother’s Bible

‘Where are the Harrys, Jims and Joes

dainty

« There was great joy in all the dazzling
temples of Memphis when the marriage

soft hands and answered,

‘‘ Yes, sir, yes.

vision

her

rectors, This is one of the churches whic

itera Rebreo.

of

course Psammeticus immediately fell in
love with her, and married her, and made
her queen of all Egypt.
ARS

The trinity in which - Sol Plansaw put
bis trust consisted of ** Three distinct
The election about which he

to magnificent
proclamation
.

With ove slippetjess foot she ascended
the grand porticoes of the Pharaohs, and
stood before the king with downcast eyes,
feet,—a perfect

and father’s support and of which he was
first deacon.
:

raps.”

So she came

Memphis, to answer the
the king.
i

lifting her dress just above

Men said, “ Fine house that of yours,
Dea. Pharis,” and Dea. Pharis rubbed his

moved noiselessly over the crimson and
gold roses in his costly carpet as he cross-

were

tended it in spirit as well.as in body—
knew what he believed. He knew
' what
he believed by the creed of the charch
which bad received his grandfather's and

For the rest of theology bad he taken
the pains to put his bellef into words it
would probably have been not unfitly expressed by the rash simile: Humanity is

The softly slippered feet of Dea. Pharis

painted ;

There’s you,

mind,

Do very well for a summer residence.”

‘ The boys” we know—can these be those?
cheeks

of

roof and ceiling. It was done, and only
to him it bore the stamp of Sol Plansaw,

sages,
.
Or Fox’s martyrs, if you please,

Their

breath

it with his own individuality, to see his
own thought looking back at him from

“ The boys” we knew—but who are these
might

it the

the world after his own

Are we the youths with Jips unshorn,
At beauty’s feet unwrinkled suitors,
‘Whose memories read tradition’s morn—
The days of prehistoric tators?
heads

into

life.
:
How many years before the opportunity
came had be longed to pul something into

Are we “the boys” that used to make
The tables ring with noisy follies? ‘Whose deep-lung’d laughter
oft would shake

Whose

bim

in the hollow beyond Vinton woods ‘long
before it had looked down on bim so
grandly from Dea. Pharis's yard. The
moldings, the arches, the pillars, the
house were his—all his—his own child,
but his ‘dead . child until Dea. Pharis’s

destiny,

[4

|

HE MORNING STAR,
a

on other¥,

cpuntenances16 written'd’ history’;
migrely a date.

The intoxieation of anger
grape, shows us to others,

ourselves,

{How, orange, white, pink, scarlet, red,
lue,and purple,and many
are variegated,’

or composed

of different tints.

Proper

ei

It is a strange desire, to ‘seek power and to
ty ; or to seek power over others,and
. ,
iv Hy over a man’s self—=Bacon,
A
¥
:

Do , w’t be frightene d away y from any ‘pursuit
pare
ou have only a little ‘time
1f you can have nothing more, ‘4’ smatst
tering is infinitely better than: tit: sali

bjbridizing or crossing,

o

most
ed.

of

the

Verses are

soil and

J ever, ‘are the

t means

climate, how-' ih
of

the people introduced low,
nied lo its stools, and (hey
The world is a looking-zlass, and gives back i| ment, As long.esas it is
Ww
iced
in no order
native place, the corolla of
plant and
to every man the a coli
ORR
Aa
e Norman
Frown at It, and
bl bun Frid all its other appurtenances, are meager, | in the church
wi b it, and it
conquest, seats came in fashion. In 1387,
isa
ou; laugh at it, a
pon
and’
generally
unattractive;
but
when
was issued that none should call
hd companion .—
nourished in a cultivated soi), ‘and all aanydecree
seat
his own except noblemen and
its
wante
.
supplied,
the
‘whole
plant
y
ves
char«
trons,
each
entering
and holding the
ii
nder it
hah
bis co
strengthens and expands, and a ‘new

Joli,

Pay.

LEE
ft

spite,

u 0
or fo

gotten thy

r!

eC

es ,

or
a

Rei

\

“from

The |
rose, and the violet, are familiar to all. |
A blue flower will change to white or
red, but not to bright yellow; a bright

pet
for-

ly

ih

at by the Judge, as the great
one lie he repents of the most

brilliancy

looked

offender. Is the
wié¢ked, or are

Ingelow.

BY

OABTELAR.

21 Yin SbGi JIA

ellow
. ochre color,
ing to
green,
he ranuynculus also, which
is ori
ly of an'intense yellow, sports into scar- |

can uot deny
meritof his works.
When *¢ Hernani ” appeared, it was won-

the gentr

they shou

The classic writers

i
bi

pethvl
1 Le 1

irra

sport to blue,

applauded of 8

pei

chrysap

forces,

prs - |

: 8,
st
sgh
fin:

4

Gm.

i

Improvement in the brilliancy or chan
of color is not ‘effected without a certa
loss
the odorous properties of the

whose greatness’ they called

to interrupt the dnbogue.

Madam

Mars

"rors

The » compulsory ‘education law has
did not
dare to repeat the verses as the
poet had written them, and trembled not failed to work well in New York city.
before those audacious innovations as vio. The Board of Education say in their relations of all the acknowledged rules of port:
good taste. Even Lemaitre coul i
A comparison of these figures as they
j
em
1
|
derstand

er Ty I

the

the initial

stood at the close of February and De-

pay-

cembery

br
to support them by purchasing
tickets of entrance, and then condemni
the performance with protests and tumults.
Victor Hugo
remained unmoved in the

the

compulsory

period

during

education law

which

the

has been in

active operation, shows an increase in the
registered number of pupils of 6,443, and
of 6,515 in the daily average attendance.

midst of the tempest, with his

ts
bent on the necessity of reform, and his The daily average

attendance at the in-

shows, during the same
eyes fixed on the eternal Jos) if ae | dustrial schools
future. If he had been presen
; | period, an increase of 1,099; making a

at the later representation of his drama; total increase in the gaily average attendif he had beheld the audience profoundly ance cf the public schools of 7,614.

. THE ROAD TO REAL RUIN.

will he impossible to abolish the distine-

tion

between

rich and poor.

It could

If an equal division of goods and money
could be made for one day, the day after
would see that equality destroyed. With:
in a week

thousands would

be Sompiain-

ing of the scarcity of money. The property might be divided again and again,
until everything consumable was eaten
| up, and there could still be as much to be
said for inflation as there can be to-day.
No more and no less.
Inflation is the highway to poverty and
suffering among
the masses. It was so
in France under
Law's non-exportable
currency, and in the same country under
the assignats. It was so in the days of
Continental money, and it is so to-day.
Misery for the toiling millions has follow-.
ed in the wake of every great debasement
of the coin or deluge of paper money.
History proclaims this fact to all who will
beed

her

teachings.

While

the savings

of the past are being consumed or wasted,
there may be a treacherous show of prosrity, but in

the

end

the bubble bursts.

Sak

db
fe have had a taste of the poison, and it
bg de gn oe
moved,
giving to him something more
ought to be enough.
The effects of anthan applause—a tribute of tears; if he | THE AMERICAN FLAG.
other draught will not be so easily recovbad listened to the beatingsof those hearts
Th¥ necessity of a common national ered from.—N. Y. Tribune.
which relieved themselves in an enthusiastic burst of emotion, he would have seen flag seems not to have been thought of
hd a an a
that after thirty-five years ofistruggle the before .a committee of Congress, composed
THE
BODY.
of
Dr.
Franklin,
Thomas
Lynch,
red comet had been changed intoa planet,
. George McDonald has a faculty for preinhabited by the souls of the néw genera and. Benjamin Harrisou, visited the army
That senting thoughts-in a remarkably strikin
tion. * *
Victor Hugo's face is bright at Cambridge, in the fall of 1775.
and animated, like his mind; his head is committee made arrangements for the way, simply because he writes as he woul
large and spherical ; his forghead broad, creation of a new army on the first of talk.. He says: * There is ® great mislike a-heaven~destitied
‘ta” contain mang
January, 1776, more national in its char- take in teaching children that
they have
stars; bis eyes small, but deep as the acter than that which Washington took souls. If you do, they think their sonls
abyss ot-his thoughts; his nose aquiline, command of while standing under the to be something which is not themselves.
‘his beard snowy white, and his whole ex- old elm at Cambridge, in July, 1775. The For‘what a man has, can not be himself,
pressiou indicates the Sulmintting quali- first ammy was a heterogeneous mass of Hence, when they are told their souls go
ties of his spirit ; athletic powers, indomit- men, Who had volunteered for temporary to heaven, they think of themselves as lyable energy, the conntenance of a warrior, service, and might leave the service at ing in the grave. They ought to be taught
who retains his Olympian serenity in the almost any time. The new organization that they have bodies and that their bodies
permanent force for die, but they themselves live on We
midst of the rudest shocksof battle. . *. * promised a more
the siege of Boston; and cut our hair once a month, we cut our
ating
* He has not the grace, harmony, nor
proportion of those poets who have studied that commitfee undoubtedly authorized finger nails once in a day or two. Do we
flag such as we have de- feel any regret at parting with those porantiquity, and who have shotghe to repro- a union
duce in their verses the marbles of Paros. scribed, as a sort of national standard, tions of our body?
Do we even once
the royal union jack of Great think of them after they are cut? We
On the contrary, it is evident that his retaining
models were taken from the Exaggerated Britain L token of allegiance, with the trim our beard and throw it in the fire or
though Tblime Hgtate of the Kast, “ud thirteen stripes as emblematic of the colo- let it be swept up in the dust pan. Do
that his favorite study
we sentimentalize over it, or feel horror
has always been
the nial anion.
general combination has at thinking of it mingled with dirt or
poets, particularly the Book of aiab. | Out ‘of this
‘rom hence those brief sentences, those grown our national standard of stripes blown to the four winds? Yet they are a
sudden flashesof a style which resembles and stars ; but that device was not official- part of the body as surely as is an arm or
lightning, those unexpected antitheses, y authorized until almost a year after the hand, the heart, or the eye. Why, then,
eclaration of independence was adopted, shall not. the attitude of the mind be the
those touching contrasts, those melodies of
a year aud a half after the raising of same to the whole of the
the idyl—swegel, S gney, ot:
as toa
ng as and
the Union flag at Cambridge. On the part? We think it must be body
the po of a’sword.
oF th
so after we
My 14th of June, 1777, when
the States were have thrown it off. It is a pity we can
the classia'
sdhool
ol of |
Getma ‘néver ads firmly
united Ly common interests and not think so now. That feeling would
mired Vea Tiago: n/
3) i
totally opposed
ws, th
n- ommon dangers, in a struggle for inde~ entirely do away with the wistful, halfdertook a reyelution equal in,point
of fact pendence, and hope of reconciliatioz had frightened question: ¢ Should not you
to-the revolution of the romantic school in vanished, the Continental Congress
think that if memory is still perfect within
Resolved, That the flug of the thirteen Units us after death, we should be very unhapFrance. Goethe could mot read *‘ Notre
ed
States be thirteen stripes, alternate,red and Py to know our
Dame de Paris”; he found it inflated, disbodies were Ying moldwhite;
that of the Union be thirteen stars,
proportioned, h Perboliea!, false, removed white in and
We should
then care
a ‘blue field, representing a new con- ering to decay?
from the eternal laws of reality, contrary stellution.
no more for it than to-day we do for a cut
to the strict harmonies of art. ‘Aud Henri
After that the stars took the place of the finger nail. ‘Literally sepatated from it,
Taine, though
he
has
atly ad- British union on our flag, and under that and yet consciously existing in some sha
mired French literatute, says that Victor ‘‘ star-spangled banner”
the Americans or state, we should so feel ourselves I
Hugo was deficient in the three grand: fought “gallantly on the Brandywine
, at |: whatever form we should be, that any
qualities of French genius—taste,
and’ at Germantown. It waved past form would be alien. Having worn
y Saratoga
ind clearness. But genius is varfed as over the vanquished army of Bargoyne a garment for a long time, until it has
nature. You will not search for the se- four months after it became the national become faded, rusty and worthless, ‘do we
renity of Raphael in the Titanic works of ensign. Itstimulated the patriots to
not put on a fresh, Deautiful piece of clothMichael Angelo; you do not seek in the deeds in Virginia, the Carolinas and brave
ing with satisfaction and pleasure? So
GeorBook of Job
for the tender elegy of
ia, until they had driven every British’ must it be with, the soul after we have
the Edipus of Sophocles.
nvader of the soil out
ed. How exquisite may not that garto sea, from the
:

ent be!

ALEXANDRE DUMAS.

mystic,

€gotism that he never troubled himself to
conform to the society in which he lived.
Without contradicting its ideas, he coo-

his repu-

““Clothéd in white samite,

wonderful,”

we

may be thrilled

throngh with light and

pdefect

tradicted its habits. ~ He considered. life of a hope
of ‘their ultimate return,
as a matter of small im
ce, the British had Balled ‘their ig 10 at sta
events of which could be made to turn at and ‘‘ slushed” the pole with
grease;
his pleasure, as plots, dramas, . histories, an expert sailor boy, named
Van Arsdal
and romances were constructed hy his climbed the staff, tore down the blood-re
pen. He never sought to conceal his banner with its crosses, and flung out the
fickleness, his low delights, nor his ill- stars and stripes to the breeze.
temper, and did not seruple to expose his
Until the close of the Revolution, and
was until new States were added to the Union,
private affairs and bis opinions,
garrulous, foppish, feeble, and untruth- the’ thirteen stars on the fag were arlul, telling many false stovies of his trav- ranged sometimes in a circle and somemance, and wasted in injuring

The corruptible musi put on

incurruption.

Sq excessive were Dumas's conceit ‘and

¢ls, to make his own life seem like a ro-

times in the form of a five-pointed star.

As one State

after another was added to

tation after this fashion more talent than the Union, another stripe was added to
Would have been required to Immortalize the flag. It was
perceived that these adhimself, In many. respects childish, so- | ditions would so diminish the width of the
ciety treated h
like ‘a child badly
rought up. He who professed to be the

stripes ag to alter its dignified appearance
altogether; so it was resolved to restore
Plutarch of Garibaldi, who : pretended to the original thirteen stripes, and repreave placed a stone on the great work of’ sent the new States by the addition of a
Italian independence, tells.us that he did star, when one was ‘admitted. To-day
not visit Italy to admire the’ pictures, nor our flag is composed of thirteen stripes
10 study the secrets ‘of e plastic art in and thirty-eight stars, The latter. is our
the outlines of
utiful statuary, nor to ‘‘union jack.” We have ten territories
breathe the per
air from the pine ! waiting for admission, and very soon ten

and

countehances

clear

in

blemish

that

Every
smoothed awa , our

grown wonderfully ik and
heavenly

shall then say re

dust ?’— Golden

beauty.

Rule.

atmosphere,

Hy,

“My

who

body is

inadmissible.

f !‘riodicals
as a prize to whoever would
ae tickets

doubtfal or

uch,

Ww

eh]

; and

h

[1 oe

:

get betier

yl

best colleges.

.15,

1876.

Sec, Trusties,
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view.
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T

~NORTH-

had MISARY.

utting the key in his pocket.

He forgot

shouted, but nobody heard

him.

four hours, he was released by the Janitor,

and the Era says: * When the professor
sat down to his newspaper ‘after sapper
that evening, and, happening to

Winnie,

whose

fune

Avgust, since which he

ay

For
E. Tasker, Secretary,

Northwod Ridge,

or,f]

address the Principal, or

N. H.,- Nov. 2, 1875.

LITERARY

clusion, in the ears of my*young countrys
men,

for

their

grave

remarks of Henry Ward

cousideration, the

Beecher,

on the

fullness of its meaning. ' It is not a paint-

"1¢ “gamins”of Pariscalled him amiliarly el rag.

It is a whole national history.

aftended

last

acquainted with

the afflicted father and mo her

Ho 3pIy SYmbathize'with

thet

‘on ‘account
of

passed away.
Truly, * every heart knoweth its own. bitterness, and a stranger intermeddleth not therewith.” But God, who made the heart and
knoweth all things,can heal and comfort to the
uttermost. Therefore let us rest in him.
WHITTEMORE

died

in

lish Ensign of the Montgomery

Guards,

Company C. First Virginia Infantry.”

a

the

Principal,

s
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Leeds, Me., Nov. 20, 1875,sged 77 vears.

LATIN

for about 25 years.

His refuains were brought

family. Th wife feels that she has lost one
of the kindest of husbands, and the children

remember the prayers, the kind words and the
counsels of their sainted father. They mourn,

but we trust fey all are sustained with the
Christian hope that is as an anchor to the soul.

Our Bro. was conscious ef his approachin,
end, and with calmmess bade adieu to eart

and friends and sweetly sleeps in Jesus,

SCHOOL

Ey Ab

Bdvertisgments,

£8

rg A

an

-

Expenses.

are

moderate,
.
A. M. JONES, Sec.

Lewiston, Me.

Deerfield, N. H.,

experienced a hope in Christ

her pastor at Lowell, Mass., July 23, 1842,
She united with the Free Baptist church, at
Honey

Creek,

and

remained

an

aceeptable

member until she died. Her husband died,
leaving her to be cared for by one of his sons
G. W. Hoyt, so that she
with gvery comfort, and

world.

was amply provided
convenience of this

was a trouble —about-her heart:

And

soit

proved, for she went with but a few hours
struggle with disease of the heart, we trust,
to the saint’s long rest.
ABNER COOMBS.
JAMES G. WHITE, formerly of Wilmot, Me.,
died in East Andover, Me., March 5, 1875, at
the age of 77 years.
He professed religion
when a young
man, was baptized by Rev, E.
Watson, and
became a member of the 2nd
Freewill Baptist charch in Wilmot, which

church he fuithfully served as deacon for quite
a number of years before he removed to ast
Andover.
Bro. Wi acquired a fair property
as a farmer; was a good citizen, kind husband

and father.

He loved the denomination of his

prayer and contributing

of his worldly

the Morning

Star, and took a decided

against slavery when to
matized, ‘“ but” said be,
-am after.” Many times
ter found a home at his

TFOWLES

y
(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was néver in better condition for do.
ing thorough work in Academic Instruction, Ne

instruction, . With

three ca

y. ar

ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, ‘Semimy and English Course. We are prepared to fit
students for any college in the land, orto givea
thorough
English "and Scientific
preparation for
the active duties of life. For
catalogue, address the Principal,

.

TRVING B. SMITH,

LAM AM INSTITUTE.—NORTH SCITUATE, R.I.~this Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and

stand

ready hands and good counsel. But death has
come, and we shall see him no more in his

life, yet we will see him again in a better land.

And may the Lord bless the Belpiieet he
left behind (ready to follow)

and

children.

has

the surviving

N. JoNEs.

EBENEZER BICKFORD died at the residence
of his son-in-law, A. B. Arnold, Esq.,. in
Wilson, N. Y., after a short illness of puraly-~
sis, aged 83 years.
Bro. Bickford was born at

New Durham,
N. H., in 1792, and while a
young man gave himself to the Lord. He
united

with the

whichhe was

Freewill

Baptist

church, to

attached during life.

Himself

the son’ of godly
nts, the blessings of his
faithful covenant
keepers God hestowed upon
his children, of which six are now living.

For the last two years

of his

life;

his sight

failed him so thathe could pot read, but his
memory, well stowed with
gospel truth, was
a source of comfort. 'He died
in the faith and

precious hope

of a

glorious

resurrection. to

eternal life.

Com.
in Livingston
Dec. 21, 1875.
born in
Somers

of bis | Christian

hope.

And

and a wide circle of friends share their mourning. May our merciful Father in heaven ‘add
his comfort, his abiding consolation.
.
E, W. CARPENTER.
.» May

with

the

church, A husband and two little children are
left, but the saddest heart bereft by this death

is the widowed mother who now bends sorrowfully over the graves of all her children,
Three; weeks before her death she arranged
for her funeral and requested her Ristor, Rev,

with thy might."

in Eech 9: 10.

eth to do, do it
Com.

et
DO

YOU

{
WANT
bo
AR A

MONEY

Male or Female.

fi
'Send

of

Piano=-Forte and Singing.
BILVER STREET.

MORNING

SCHOOL

to students

important

particular

inform-

REV. W, COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

Y—ENDAR
for the 86th Academical

Year,

Fall Term opens August 23, 1575.
Winter Term opens
December 6, 1875.
Sprig Term opens March 21, 1876.
The Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
=

J.S.GARDNER, Principal.

Whitestown, Oneida Co., Nu ¥., July 10, 1875,
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The
1875.

2, 1875,

Spring
and close

The Summer erm will open June 15th, and
close September 2d.
The
Fall Term will open September 7th, and
close November 25th.

For Catalogue,

gle,

Jj

address the Secreta

3

VIA

HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—A.
MESERV EY) Principal, with eight as'

Six regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
of ten weeks each.
CALENDAR:
Winter Term sloses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Springi
ag

Term beging
ns pl Monda,
ee
Han.
an. 31 1875.
Term closes Friday, April TH i876.
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monda, rApHl of 1876,
Sumner Term tloses Thured
For further particulars, a

Ts
0

.

fupe 2, 1878.4
the
Princt

PE. + Cv Cy LBWIS. Sec. Trustees,
tees,
N.H., July 20,1875.

MANE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—|
PITTSFIELD, ME.—~Courses of study
for both sexes, Colle,
Preparatory,
Classical, Scientific.
erms, ten weeks.
Fall Term begins August 28, 1875.
Winter Termbeging
November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876. 2

Normal,

Summer Term begins Aprll 24, 1876.
KINGSBURY BATCH LDEK, A. M., Prtncipal

of Latin, Greek and Ch

CYKUB JORDAN, A.

M.,

Privcipal of Normal

C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield,

REEN|

MOUNTAIN

Me.

SEMINARY.~

WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT,
MISS LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal, with tour
assistants,
CALENDAR,
Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug. 81, 1875,
Winter Term of 12 weeks opens
Nov. 80, 1875,
Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb, 29, 1876.
Expenses moderate.
For further information address Rev. L, Sar:
fens, Waterbury Center, Vt., or the Principal,
ill, N.H.
|

DAY

to accommodate the la

COACHES

ly increasing travel now

passing over this Favorite Route to California.
After crossing into Iowa, the traveler passes
over the finest Agricultura
ortion of the State
and tLrough Des Moines, its
apital.
When purchasing Through Tickets, be sure they
are via the ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
This Company have now opened their
SOUTH-WESTERN
DIV SION,
or
a
WILTON LINE. ranching off ‘from
Ww Los
STATION (on
Main Line)
vr ect to LEAVEN
and runnin
ORIH, KANSAS, making this

The

ore

Line Control ed and Run
ne Company
tween

and Kansas.

TI
of the

Can be had at all
Through Ticket Offices
KETS
erent Railways in the nited States and
Canada, and at this Company’s Offices.
H. RIDDLE
A.M. SMITH,
General Superintendent, General Passenger Agt.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
1y5

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Depot
foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-decond
Street, Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.
CHICAGO (RAINS.

St. Louis Express,

Leave. | Arrive.

= = -

-

[*850a.m.|[*755p. m

St. Louis Fast Line, = « =~ = ja p.m, §7480 a.
Cairo & New Orleans Express, | 8.50 a. mi. * 755 p,
Cairo & New Orleans Express,; § 840 p. m.|§7.80a.
Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.50 a. m.[* 545 p.
ringfield Nig! Bxpress, § 8.40 p.m. §7:%0 a.
Peoria and Keokuk
Express, (*8.40p. m.[* 7.303.
Dubuque & Sioux City Exnross, #9256 a. m.|* 340 p,
Dubuque & Sioux City
Express, |* 9.25 p.m [*7.00 a,
Gilman Passenger, = = = = = *430 p.m.|*9.25 a.

* Exp ress Sunday,

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

§ Daily.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R.
Depots foot of Lake Street, Indiana’ Avenué and Six. teenth Street, and Canal and SI xteenth Streets. Tick
et Offices 69 Clark Street, and at d epots.

CHICAGO TRAINS,

Leave,

| Arrive.

Mail and Express, = = «= - « * 730 a. m, J 7400p.
Ottawa & Streater Passenger - |* 7.30 a. m./* 7.40 p.
Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux Clty * 9.30 a. m.|* 4.30 p,
Pacific Fast Line for Omaha, + |*10.00a. m.|* 4.00 p.
Kansas Cy
Leavenworth, At~
i
chison &
Joseph. Express,(*10.00 a, m.|* 4.00p.
Texas Express,
: = = = = «*10,00 a.m,$7.16a,

Aurora Passenger,

-

-

*EX, Sundays.

ne

m
m
m
m
m
m

= ~*315p. m.[*815a, m

Mendota, Ottowa and Streater| - —
Passenger, = ‘= « «
-= «*420
Aurora Passenger,
~- + = = |*530
Aurora Passenger, (Sunday)
-! 1,00
Dubuque & Sioux Citv Express,|* 9.25
PacificN
Express for Omaha! $10.00
Kansas City, Leavenworth, Atchison & Bt. Joseph Express,|$10.00

:

Miss LINDA C.VIOKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Botany.
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES Normal classes,
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.
lo
Miss ANGIE KE, HANSON, English Studies,
Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,
$2.00 per week. Board in families,
pL
ms, etc., from $2.50to $3.50 per week.
For furthey
particulars, address the Se vretarys

NEW

and magnificent
PARLOR SLEEPING CARS,
With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly

Departneng, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
nn
ence.

THE

-Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago 10 A.
M., Sundays excepted: 10 P. M., Saturdays excepted.
:
his Great Central Omaha Route has been
thoroughly equipped with

Chicago

Ridgeville, Ind.

comnfence Mar. 15, 1876, with a Bo. ard of twenty
Professors and Instructors. There are eight departments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand volumes. There is also a Theological Lib:
.
The location is excellent, and with the new
buildings, every facility for study and improves
ment is furnished
Expenses from $120 to $150
per year. Aid is rendered students preparing
for
e Christian iligteys
For catalogues or other information, address
W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P, REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer; Hillsdale, Miéh..
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875.
NEY
B.
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CHICAGO,ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R.R.

WM. REED,

.LspALE COLLEGE.~~The next
term and year of this Institution will

sociates.

USUAL.

Route to California.

ELEGANT

SEMINARY.—CAL-

Term will open March

AS

THE GREAT OVERLAND

y
Privsio,

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,~FLEM:
INGTON, TAYLOR C0., WEST VIRGINIA

June 10,

up:

Dover, Dee. 15, 1875.

Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.
Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.
Spring Term closes June 17, 1877,
For further particulars address_the
North Scituate, R. I,
a

HITESTOWN

n

MISS NANCY D. C. DUXBURY,

begins Dec. 8, 1875.

offers

ow 12

Golding & Co., Manuf’s, Washington Sq.,

CALENDAR.

Institution

:

DoYourOw from
Teacher

tEx, Saturday.

p.m.[*956a.
p.o.|*8.55a.
p. m,' 10.108.
p. m.|* 7.00 a.
p.m.|$ 7.15a.

m
m
m
m
m

p. m.|$ 7.158, m

§ Ex. Monday.

v7

Michigan Central Railroad.
Condensed

Michg’n

New

Lv.|

Atlany
p'ss,

En

5.00am

City, 7.82

Buffalo,

Table.

*Kal,
Accom,

Going Fast,
Chicago,

Time

7.56

Niles, = « «| 9.02

*

&

Kalamazoo. «(10
Marshall,
-|2
Albion,
=~ -/1
Jackson, Ar. 2
Jackson, Lv 2.
Ann Arbor, «| 3.
Wayne Juno. 4
G.T, Junct’n,
Detroit,
Ar.
Going West,

*Jack’n

Exp’ss.
<
2 -

WwW LTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTI=
wa UTE-WILTON y MUSCATINE CO.,
10

REV. G. 8, BRA LEY, A.M. Principal; Mus.

G. 8. BRADLEY,
8, with seve
petent Assistants.
Fall T
of 12 weeks, begins August 81st, 1875.
ad. | - Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem.

dress and
i that | ber 30th, 1875,
¢
ay bring you "iN b £33
1 a ring Term of 12 weeks, commences March
i
amend sare. |
s
1876.
’
8
Greene | . For circulars write to the President,
Rev.
Q, BE.
28%:4M0N

i"

Send for Circulars.

Fall Term begms Aug. 25, 1875,
Fall Term closes Nov. 23, 1875.

This

Cure.

Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle,

A. T. Sally, A.B,
Miss Hattie Arnold,

avd peeuliar advantages.
For
ation send for a Circular to

Humor

cure in all the worst forms of PILES, also two to five
in LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RHEUMATIS M, SALT
RHEUM, CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all
diseases of the SKIN, and the
st
BLOOD
PURIFIER ever discovered.
Entirely vegetable.
Send
to me and take back your money in all cases
of failure. None
for 16 years. H,
D. FOWLE,

ASSISTANTS.

Term

and

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLE a perfect

BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,

New Hampton,

GEORGE G. MILLAY, son of Dr, 8. D. and
Olive Millay, died at his home
Co,
Mo,,of pleura-pneumonia,
The subject of this notice was

Pile

W. 8. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.
MissAbbie E, Jenness, Preceptress.

Winter

-,

by
DR. KECK’S new method.
onsultation free by
mail. Address Dr. 8. P. 8tod dard, Medical Director, 8 West 14th street, New York.
B44

Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.

sub-

do so was to be stig** the right is what I
has the weary minishouse, warm hearts,

ai

CATARRII. DEAFN
CONSUM PT1ON Tositiv
@

General Examinations, June 19. 30, 21, 1876,

primary

Nervine.

Box 744, St. Joseph, Mo.

Anniversary Exercises; June 22, 1876.
(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)

choice, and performed his part by exhortation,

stance for the support of religion in his own
church and community.
He early accepted
the avti-slavery sentiments which he found in

*Bona
nds

DR. 8. A. RICHMOND,

Ty49

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.

Her health had not been good for the

last few years, though for the most part
comfortable,
As we lived in the same . neighbors
hood, I often saw her and talked with her of
her feelings as one of God’s children,
and I
always found her ready to converse on. that
subject. But
a few days before she died, she
told me that she thought she should not have
much sickness, but shouldgo suddenly,as there

n

Lyd?

[Samaritan

New York.

when buta youth and joined the Close Baptist

church, remaining a member until 1841, when
she became the second wife of the late T. C.
Hoyt, and step-mether of six children, and
| came to Wisconsin with a recommend from
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e
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single case.
1 package free. Enclose
for Circulars
ving evidence of cures.

IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co.,

Ladies’ Collegiate course of study.

Mrs. MARY L. Hoyt died in Rochester,
April 20, 1875, aged 64 years. She was born in
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to do thisin as thorough a

manner, aa possible.
Send for a catalogue.

He

to the church where he had been a. constant
Worshiper for many
years, He leaves to
mourn
bis death’ a wife and 11 children, this
being
the first
death that has occurred in the

‘
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their
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James Nason, to preach,which he did from the
words that best expressed her conversation at

.
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had resided in East Livermore until a few
years since. He was a member of the F. Baptist church and served as one. of its deacons

her failure to public identify herself

State. This pike bears upon’ one side of
the blade the legend, ** John Brown, October: 16th, 1859;" on the . other, ¢ Col.
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Olive Hammoud, died in Berwick,

A few days ago there was deposited in
the Virginia
State Library,
by Capt.
William ' English, a relic of the John

:
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their bereavement, and the trying eircumstunethat his father had | P
es of the event, so sudden
not time to arrive from Duligue/ I$" place of every effort
iF made
business, = until
Mertie had

8, 1875, aged 23 years. ' For years she cherished » hope in Christ and died with precious
trust in him, with but one regret, and that
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this, howeYer, before he was ready
to go when the last moments came, his passing
out, and supposed some student
had ma- away seemed a peaceful triumph over death,
assurance to surviving
liciously imprisoned him.
waited a which gave comfo.
friends. A wife and
five children lament the
while, and then kicked,
poutided, and loss
of a kind husband and a loving father,

for a masked ball. The jour- presentation of a flagto a Brooklyn regi- R. E. Lee, Harper's Ferry ;” on. the hanacts used every
day to say something ment, in 1861: ‘Accept it, then, in all the dle, ** Presentedby Capt. William Fog
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single obituary.

set Co,, Maine, Nov. 22, 1839, and embraced
‘religion at the agé of ten years. When he
The Cornell University Era says that a was informed that he could” het. be far from
the hour of his. departure, he received the inrofessor went into. a tool closet, and
ocked the door so us not to be disturbed, telligence with calm fortitude, and after arranging his temporal concerns, talked sweetly
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CONGRESSIONAL.
Monday, in the Senate, Senator Sharon
of Nevada was sworn in; the Military
Academy

resto-

and some

bill was debated,

rations to it made; an appropriation to
pay the expenses of Colorado’s admission
was voted. In the House, bills were offered to revive franking, to provide for com-

Alcorn of
in favor
vote was
ed in the

taken up, and Mr.

Mississippi made a long speech
No
of Pinchback’s admission.
taken. A resolution was adoptHouse for an investigation into

“the expenditures

j

found pasted between the fly-leaves $35 in
bills.
“ Maria,” observed Mr. Halcomb, as he
was putting on his clothes, ‘‘ there ain't
no patches on them breeches yet.” “I
can’t fix them now no way; I'm too busy.”
“Well, give me the patch then, an’ I'll
carry it around with me. I don’t want people to think I can’t afford the cloth.”
« Mamma, do you know what the largest
species of ant are? You shake your head.
Well, I'll tell, They’re eleph-ants.”

office. A resolution directing the foreign
affairs committee to despatch a committee
with the Emma-mine evidence to England,
with a request to hear any explanation
Minister Schenck might wish to make, was
defeated.
Thursday, in the Senate, the Pinchback
subject: was postponed, and in the House
the bill to carry into effect the Haw
treaty was considered, and resolutions of
impeachment against Secretary Belknap
were passed.

class mail matter, and to restore the frank-

ing privilege.

cents.

resolution

perish.

DOMESTIC.

President of the United

States

at $25,000

per annum, to take effect from and after
the 4th of March, 1877.
Since -the middle of November last,a

man-in Somerset, Mass.,

litely ‘asked her what number

has canght in that

happens

that

seeds

The seeds must be firmly fixed in the soil,
and pressed by the earth in every part, in
order to retain moisture sufficient to encourage vegetation; but they should not
be so deeply buried as to be deprived of

sugdr,

air, or to have their ascending shoots im-

she wore.

peded by too much soil shove.
In all cases, seeds should be sown in fresh dug soil,

that they may have the benefit of the moisture within;

in

when

ground

but they

the
will

should

never be put

soil is really wet, as the
bake,

and

the

seeds perish.

Moist weather in spring or summer is ex-

cellent for putting in seeds, provided the
ground is mellow.
Just before a light rain
It is stated that the met results of the
is the best possible time for sowing most
‘Western whiskey raids thus far are as folWhen the seeds are planted, the
seeds.
lows:
Property
seized,
$3,365,000,
of
earth should be usually pressed upon them
which only $195,000 has found its way into
Indians, numbering about 200, hive been
with a roller, or by treading with the feet,
the Treasury.
removed from their former reservation in in the case of large seeds, or by smoothing
There is only one German in Congress,
Osage county, Kan., to the Indian Territo- the surface with the back of the spade, or
Gustave Schleicher, of Texas.
ry. They were adverseto going, and a deThe President sent a special message to tachment of the Twenty-fifth infantry was by walking over them on a board, for the
smaller kinds. Light must be excluded
Congress, Tuesday, urging an immediate
sent to escort them to their new homes.
until the roots can derive nourishment from
appropriation of $275,000 for furnishing
The Supreme Court of Minnesota has fil- the soil. When they come up,. keep them
supplies to the Red Cloud Indian Agency.
ed an opinion affirming the constitutionali- free from weeds, and thin as directed unArrangements are completed for holding
ty of the law of 1874, which levied an an- der the name of each plant.—D. M. Ferry
the tenth annual reunion of the Society of
nual tax of $10 on each liquor-seller to crethe Army of the Cumberland in “Philadel- ate a fund for founding and maintaining an & Co’s Descriptive Catalogue.
phia, July 4th. Secretary Bristow will de- inebriate asylum.
liver an oration at the Academy of Music.
THIS
AND THAT.
For the last fifty-five years, 15,098 colorThe Hudson River has this winter yield- ed persons have been colonized in Liberia,
SMOKING IN THE BARN.
‘No smoking”
ed not over 100,000 tons of ice, where the from the United States, by the colonization ought to be posted in every barn. There
average crop should be 2,000,000 tons.
society, besides 5,725 re-captured native is not much difference between having a
The Great Falls, N. H., Manufacturing
Several thousand persons are horse thief around the stable and a man
Africans.
Company and Salmon Falls Manufacturing
now soliciting passage to that country.
cleaning off horses with a pipe or cigar in
Company will reduce the wages of operaDr. E. B. M. Brown, a prominent Jewish his mouth; and there is no hired man much
tives March 13th.
‘rabbi of Indianapolis, recently spoke by in- meaner than the one who, when his emThe New Jersey Republican State Con- vitation in the hall of the Young Men's ployer comes around, slips his pipe into his
vention for choosing delegates to the na- Christian Association of that city, his subpocket or holds his hand over it. All such
tional convention will be held May 17.
ject being the harmony of all creeds on the fellows should be paid off and started off.
Of ‘over 100 liquor cases tried at Bangor,
principle of love.
As for the proprietor himself going into
Me., all but a very few have resulted in

convictions, many pleading guilty before |

EDUCATIONAL.

New

Hampton Institution

is enjoying a

prosperous term with 174 students.

ning, incendiaries,

John Ruskin has been elected to the
Slade professorship of fine arts at the Uni-

bustion combined do not cause as many
barns to be burned as the pipe, and gener-

versity of Oxford,

ally, gt least one good

England.

Prof. E. E. White, of Columbus, O.,
has been elected President of Purdue University, at Lafayette, Ind.,in place of President
Shortridge, who
resigned some
months since.
The number of children in Michigan, between the ages of 5 and 25 years,is 457,769,

which is 12,074 more than the number of
children of ‘ school age” reported in 1874,

FOREIGN.

The Russian general, Fadieff, will reorganize the army of the Khedive of ert, but
not as the War minister.’
The Polish residents in Prasela are prethe

indicating an increase of population during
the year of aboyt 38,000.
It is said ‘th: $50,000,000" are expended
annually for school books, by pupils, and
that $33,000,000 find their way into pub-

Only 20,410 people, mostly agricultural
laborers, have settled in Canada the past

Prof. Thomas R. Price, of Randolph
Macon College, will probably succeed to the

paring for a public

demonstration

the prohibition of their
schools and courts.

language

against

in

year, against 89,373 the year previous,

lishers’ pockets.

and

only 9214 passed through to the States,
against 40,000 the preceding year.
The census of Alsace and Lorraine shows

a decrease of twenty thousand in the population since 1871. The falling off is largest
in Lorraine.
:
Mother Stewart, of Ohio, now in England on a temperance mission, charges: for
lgctuging ten shillings a night, or three
nights for a pound.
There isa prosperous colony of Ameri-

cans, numbering 600 souls, in the province
of San Paulo, Brazil.
Dr. Schliemann. has been forbidden by
the Turkish government; to proceed with
his excavations in the Troad.

St. Gothéird Railway company

has

re-

solvedto petition England and Belgium for
subsidies, on the ground of the magnitude
and universal importance of the work.

The suffering occasioned by the floods in

Hungary is worse than at first reported.
Many

thousand people

are

hundreds of buildings ‘have

“ away.

homeless, and

been swept

The Herzegovinia loaders decline to ac.

no com-

plaint can be made; but if his establishment should burn up, nobody should cry
unless it be his wife and children.
Light-

chair of ‘Greek in the University of Virginia, made vacant by the resignation of Prof.
Gildersleeve.

A movement

‘is on foot in Ireland to es-

tablish an ¢ Irish Church Divinity School,”
and to ask for a sum of £400,000, the same

as was voted to Maynooth, from the Brit
Mr. Disraeli is said to.
ish Government.
be favorable to the plan, and after what he
has said in his essay on .‘‘ Italy and her
Church,” Mr. Gladstone can not consistent
ly oppose it.
The general assembly of Virginia has
passed a bill giving the University of Virginia an annuity of $30,000, on condition

and

spontaneous

com-

horse goes t00.—

Spirit of the Times.
IN-CoymixGg Cows. In-coming cows should
be treated with great care. The dry feed
will have rendered them very liable to inflammatory diseases.
Garget, milk-fever,
abortion, and such troubles, affect well-fed
cows more than others. The blood needs
cooling by laxative food.
One quart of

oil-cake meal,

mixed

with bran scalded,

and given as a drink once a day, ‘will be
usefiil. No corn should be given for sevBran or mideral weeks before calving.
dlings will be more cooling and healthful,
but if good hay is given, very little grain of
any kind will be needed.
Caution now will
prevent trouble hereafter.
When the calf

saleratus, dissolved

two

”
YOR THE PRESERVATION

A new process for preserving
fire and ‘decay has been in-

vented by Messrs. Weatherby and Moore.
It consists first in kiln.drying the wood,

| which deprives‘it of all moisture and much
of its volatile turpentine

mable matters.

and other inflam-

It is then put into suita-

ble cylinders, in which lime and water,
with sulphurous aeid gas, are forced into
the pores of the wood under considerable

a soluble sulphate of (lime

years of age, who are graduates of Virginia
colleges, or satisfy the faculty upon exami-

sulphurous acid and the lime; this crysta-

nation if they are sufficiently advanced.

converted into the sulphate of lime or gypsum. As this is an exceedingly insoluble

by means of the

lizes as a bisulphite, which oxidizes’ and is
salt, it is not easily removed from the pores
of the'wood; and not only by!/its presence
protects it As a Hon-conductor of heat, but

in

23 50

a cup

tablespoon-

Put two-thirds

of the milk

pie

tins,

~ Hearing THE OveN.

and

bake

pies

is for two years, at the end of which, if the

student passes the. examination, he receives
a certificate of capacity.
ere are also

prizes of §75 and §50 given to the most ca- in regard to using ‘old bu
pf pu students. After graduation, d stu- boxes for the second, or more times, ]
dent ¢an become a shepherd on his own nsed two butter boxes almost co
account, if‘he possesses nedns,
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and a half cups of sifted flour, one teaspoonful of baking powder.
Divide in
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of boiling water, one egg, and ginger and
salt to suit the taste. This will make two
loaves.
Bake in shallow tins.
To PickLe Lemons.
Rasp the lemons a
little, and nick them at one end; lay them
in a dish with very dry salt; let them be
near the fire, and covered.
They must
stand seven or eight days; then put in
fresh salt, and let them remain. the same
time; then wash them "well, pour over
them boiling vinegar,grated nutmeg, mace,
and whole pepper.
Whenever the salt becomes damp, it mut be taken out and
dried. The lemons will not be tender for
nearly a year.
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has been dipped in boiling water, and well
sprinkled with flour; let the water boil
hefore putting in the pudding, and boil two
hours.
To be eaten with canned or preserved fruit.
SOFT GINGERBREAD.
One cup of molasses, one-half cup of sugar, one-half cup
of butter, three cups of flour, two teaspoonfuls of
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pressure. The wood is removed, dried
and is then ready for use. The chemistry
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At the national sheep farm at Rambouillet, France, there has been established a
school of shepherds, where young men over
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cup of butter, one egg, one-half teaspoonful of soda, one-half nutmeg, grated fine,
flour enoughto make a stiff batter. Bake
in a slow oven.
Prax Surr PuppixG. One pint of milk;
one-half pound of suet, chopped fine; three
eggs well beaten; one-half teaspoonful of
salt; add flour gradually until you have

Specimens have been sent east and pronounced the only quarry of that kind of,
marble known in the United States.
The remnant of the Sac and Fox tribe of

the barn with a pipe in his mouth,
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earth; but this is apt to take the color out
of dark clothes. It should be dissolved in
a little boiling water, put on the spot when
hot, held to the fire to dry, and then brushed out. Pitch is removed, first, by rubbing
taking out the oil by
spirits of turpentine. -

y
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be removed from light-colored clothes, such
as drabs, buffs, or whites, with fuller’s

soil to be as finely pulverized as small seeds.

quarry of Egyptian marble of fine quality:

. going to trial.
‘The whole nine months just past show,
according to the Fire Marshall's report, 332
fires in Chicago with a totdl loss of only
$127,014.
The Black Hills cover an area of some
Their length is 120
8,000 square miles.
miles and their width about 80 miles.
A new post route has been established
from Laramie City to Custar City,Hill City
and Castleton on Box Elder Creek in the
. Black Hills.
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GREASE or paint spots in clothes are
easily removed by oil of turpentine, or a

less fine for different seeds.
Peas, corn,
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came impregnated with the malaria.

ly, and though the seed swells, yet sufficient warmth and airare not obtainedto
give it life. §The first thing in sowing, is
a suitable preparation of the soil, so that
the young roots thrown out, may easily
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THERE is good reason to believe that
contagious diseases are often communicated by dogs, cats, and other household pets.
A case of scarlet fever occurred in Eugland, in which a dog conveyed the disease.
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New linen may be embroidered “more
easily by rubbing it over with a fine white
soap.
It prevents the threads from cracking.»
WHEN color on a fabric has been destroyed by acid, ammonia is applied to neutra.

change in the properties of the seed takes
place, but the earth not being pressed upon

“Why, two; do you suppose Iam a centipede.”
On the north of Mount Helena, Montana,
there has been discovered an extensive

town '380 pelecats, 160 muskrats, 20 minks
and 2 raccoons, the skins of which were
sold to a Taunton fur-dealer for $567.
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their original wood flavor, especially when

plantedin a fresh dug soll, and the above

His collection numbers bena and Japan.
tween 12,000 and 15,000, and he is prepar|
ing them for exhibition at the Centennial.
At Salt Lake, the other day, a young lady
from the interior entered a store, and called for a pair of stockings.
The clerk po-

The Committee on Retrenchment and
Reform of the Civil Service has reported a
bill to the Senate fixing the salary of the

as hen.

P

with boiling water and thoroughly dried,
they are better than new ones, for this one
reason at least, they have lost a portion of

The first effect of air, heat
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CANDLES,

nor be absorbed by them. Then, if after
the butter is used, they are well washed

and moisture upon the seed, is to change
its starchy matter into a sugary pulp, the
proper food of the embryo.jiif; at this
, the seed be witheredby exposureto

Mr. John Hatch, of California, has spent
many years in making a collection of the
precious ores of the Pacific slope, Mexico,

was discussed at length.
The House of
representatives was occupied principally in
the consideration of private bills,
x

of the seeds.

in population,and 295,000,000 roubles in rev-

Senate fixing the rate of postage and third-

manures,
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oughly wet with it at the time the butter is
packed, the butter will not adhere to them,

made of some kinds of soft wood.—J/.
P. in Congregationalist,

of
kets.

Max

brine just previous to filling, and are thor-

guano, and chemical manures, if under
powerful
fermentation,
will frequently
destroy the vitality of seeds, and sometimes kill the tender plants.
Complaints
frequently made
that seeds sown are
not good,
may
quite as often be attributed to other causes as to the quality

85,847 square miles of territory, 22,546,000

enue, and the public debt has been reduced
50,000,000 roubles. A rouble is about 75

Pinchback

Powerful

ay

the number
that makes
the want of
before they
them after-

If they are well soaked with strong

wards.

weather, after they have
. Insects may destroy the plants
or
as soon as they appear out of the ground.

During the present Emperor Alexander's
reign of twenty years, Russis has gained

Thursday, bills were introduced in the

from improper management in
When sown too early, while the
wet, they are apt to rot, When
shallow, in a dry time, there may

now than when new. It is not
of times tubs or boxes are used
them unfit for future use, but
the right kind of preparation
are first used, and the care of

not be sufficient moisture to sprout them,
or they may be destroyed by dry and hot

book, with other waste paper and rags,and

of the New York post-

The

often fail
sowing.
ground is
sown too

William B. Astor is kindly remembered
now as the only man in America who didn’t
think he could run a newspaper better than
the editor.
After the first of April, the postage to
‘Japan will be five cents on letters and two
cents on newspapers not exceeding two
ounces in weight.
A man in Oneida lately purchased an old

Pinch-

the

or gently pressed upon the seed, after sowing, The freshest seeds of some variuties

From pole to pole—the telegraph wires,

Tenn., was passed.

Senate, Wednesday,

shouldbe sown when the ground is mellow and fine, and, “if possible, before a
gentle rain; and the soll should be rolled

The wood-cuts in Appleton’s new Cyclopedia cost $80,000
One of the life ‘senators of France, just
chosen, began his career as a journeyman

printer.

Seeds, to germinate well,

require light, heat, air and moisture. They

MISCELLANEOUS.

the Black Hills open to settlement, and appropriating $25,000 for a monument to
commemorate the capture of Andre.
The House Military Academy appropriation bill was passed by the Senate on Tues‘The House discussed at length the
day.
bill granting pensions to soldiers of the
war of 1812. It was finally recommitted to
tte having it under considerathe co!
bill appropriating $400,000 for
tion. ~
at Memphis,
‘a custom-house
building
In the

den operations,

Paragraphs.

petition in architectural .designs, declaring

‘back election case was

SOWING SEEDS.
This is one of the most important gar-

state that he goes to England in order to
personally come to terms with creditors.

8, 1876.

.

Burl and Bomestit.

ex-khan of Khokand remains at Tashkend
until further orders.
It is stated that Don Carlos owes $5,000,000 in England. He has inherited $40,000,000 from the Duke of Modena. ‘His friends
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